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ABSTRACT: The Ro le of Tr nns po-,:- t in Econo:tni c Dcvc: 1 oprnen t 

Attempt~) to de inc the c:unoun ts of tal to invest in transporta-

tion infrastructure have produced little in the way of This is 

due as mud to the failure to identify tLc role of transport in contem1Jorary 

economic development as it is to basic disparities in views. This paper 

attempts to identify this role, and in so do offers three hypotheses, 

based on the assumption that transport infrastructure is in some form and 

in some quantity requisite for economic deve 

1) t infrastructure is a neutral which can-

not cal 1 for th ne\-.' economic ac ti vi ty in its own right. 

2) Transport infrastructure develops concomitantly with 

economic devcl 

3) In certain circumstan transport may be the cata t 

which ts e conom:L c 

By id en tif the component parts of transport's role in the develop-

rnenta] process, it is feasible to construct a possibility matrix. The 

rows and column represent and causal precedence respectively. 

Subs que.ntly, the ahovc hypotheses arc illustrated by a review of relevant 

aspects of economic history. 

ABSTRACT: Eco c Rel and Deve 
Problems in Lesotho, Southern Africa 

In recent years th has b increasing interest in the problems 

f "undcrc1evclopec1 11 areas. Accord ly a wealth of published mt'.lterial 

has appeared a wi tl1 a nurr.1b of progra~nc des to und stand and 

f in c1 s o ] u lion s f C> r th c e 1 To date there ha b rc]3tivc 

(ii) 
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little succcs in find solutions, one reason for this being the con-

centration on "s di~;ciplinary solutions . 11 The aim of this paper is 

to develop a pluralistic or "multi-disc linary" framework of analysis 

which will provide a more realistic approach. 

The model developed here utilises the concept of human ecology which 

is defined in terms of sustenance ation. After identifying the 

principle characteristics of sustenance organisation and the goals of 

national policy, it may be shown that certain consequences of these 

characteristics are not compatible with policy goals for a given country. 

Such consequences may be described as 11 dysfunctiono.l forces . 11 By viewing 

developmental problems as a series of dysfunctional forces such problems 

may be seen in the very broad con text to \'Jhich they belong, and po ten tia1 

solutions Fill be~ more realistic and relevant. 

In order to illustrate this framework ical evidence has been 

drawn from the newly cnt African nation, Lesotho. Here sustenance 

organisation takes two forms, agriculture and animal husbandry, and employ-· 

ment in mining activity in the South African Republic. This paper con

centrates on the agrarian activities which are characterised by the 

traditional system of land tenure. Following a description of this system, 

the third section of the paper illustrates the dysfunctional consequences 

of this aspect of alion and the rooted relationships b tween 

it and other forms of ation. 

The conclusions to the p<1pcr show that if Lesotho is to achieve the 

desired goal of economic ind cc her problems mu t be attacked on a 

broad front. In order to accomplish t11i , devcl lerns must 

be :in rnul tic1iE; li nnry fashion as in the f ramcwork tc:' c1 • 

(iii.) 
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ABSTRACT: The Growth Pole Concept: A Review, 

and Evaluation 

is 

With increased control over economic variab]es consiclerabl 

attention ~as turned to problems faced by regional economies. Much of 

the policy des to encourage economic devc1opmcnt in sub-national units 

has been based on a group of ideas associated with the notion of "growth 

poles." The growth pole concept purports to be ~ conditional theory of 

growth, indicating the conditions under which s11ch growth occurs. 

At present both the theoretical and empirical foundations of the 

concept remain very weak and much ambiguity and inconsistency exists in 

discus ion of: poles. Through a revic:'W of pertinent literature, an 

analysis of as urnptions rnaclc and opc:rant mechanisms it is lo 

eliminate some of the short of the concept. 

The paper covers four major areas. InitiaJly the pole 

concept is placed within the context of sectoral Within 

this general framework a definition of groHth poles in terms of their 

functional characteristics is then a ted and distinctions are drawn 

bet·wecn growth poles and associated ideas such as the "growth ce:ntre" 

concept. The third section of the pc'.lpo.r utilises this definition and 

analyses the processes and mcc11anisrns such poles develop and 

initiate and transmit economic Finally a evaluation of 

the concept is made suggcs some of the more positive contributions 

offered by the concept and indi tho~~e ar represent jor 

deficiencies. 

(iv) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The realisation that most men subsist at levels of material comfort 

far below those of others has posed the problem of economic und rdevelop-

ment. In recognition of the problem th~ United Nations, for example, 

designated the 1960's as the Decade of Development during which consider-

able efforts have been made to help nations will to help themselves. 

Of the many possible channels for investment in such countries 

much foreign aid and domestic capital has found its way to the trans-

portation sector of the respective economies as shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. - -TPJiNSPORT INVESTMENT IN RELATION TO GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT Arm 

GROSS NATIONAJ_, PRODUCT 

Gross Fixed Transport Invest-
Investment as a Transport Invest- rnent as a Percent-
Percentage of ment as a Per- age of Gross Fixed 

Country G.N.P. cen tag(~ of G.N.P. Investment 

Colombia 19.6 5.3 26.9 

India 11. 5 2.1 18.7 

Israel 26.5 4 .. 5 17.3 

Japan 42.6 4.9 11.4 

Mexico 13.8 2.4 17.2 

Nigeria 13.8 4.9 L~9. 0 

Pakistan 11. 9 1. 8 15.4 

Sudan 13.3 2.0 15. 6 

Thailand 16.6 2.8 16.5 

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs, Yearbook of Nation 1 Accounts Statistics, 
NeH York, United Nation , 1962. 

Cited by: G. Fromm (ccJ.), Invc t & Economic 
, D. C.: Institution, 1965 , p. 
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Further, as Lansing notes, investment in the transportation sector 

is often by rule of thumb measure, 20-25 per cent of all public and 

private investment being typical. 1 

Tha~ economic development requires adequate, effective transporta

tion services is axion1atic. That there exists, for given countries at 

specific points along the developmental continuum, a theoretically 

optimum amount of transport capacity is generally accepted. 2 Nonetheless 

determination of these amounts and related investment patterns has pro-

duced little in the way of This appears due as much to the 

failure of economists ancl ot11ers to study the role of transportation in 

contemporary economic devc t as it is to basic disparities in views. 

It is the purpose of this paper to identify the role of transport in the 

developmental context, and by doing so a movement may be made towards an 

optimal allocation of all too scarce resources through possible subsequent 

changes in investment patterns. 

At first s t the problem posed appears simple and straightforward. 

The answers normally offered are equZ1lly sirnple--but often incorrect, 

which may provid difficulties in formulating adequate growth policies 

and plans. In many volumes concerned with economic develop~ent, social 

overhead capit0l, in particular transport facilitic:s, are described as 

"prercquisi te" for , as "catalytic" or "neutral" 

or as occurr "concomitantly" with development, to name but the most 

frequc:ntly used terms. 

Part of the lcrn in conccptualis the role of transport in 

economic c1cvc] t be s U_-c d f i cu] tics , in par t it rn a y res u l t 

from the ci e use of ious descriptive terms. To over the c 
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difficulties and to provide a s int from which the role of trans-

port in economic can be viewed, the following hypotheses are 

offered. 

It is assumed throughout that transportation infrastructure is in 

some form and some quantity requisite for economic deve t and 

hypothesised that: 

1) Transportation infrastructure is a passive or neutral 

phenomenon which cannot call forth or create new economic 

activities in its own right. 

2) Transportation infrastructure develops concomitantly with 

economic development. 

3) In certain circumstances transportation infrastructure 

may be the catalyst which ts economic growth. 

These hypotheses will be illustrated by means of a retrospective 

view of certain relevant aspects of economic history. 

lefflS 

In that this paper in part revolves around terminology, it is 

relevant at this point to digress sl ly in order to at t a def ini-

tion of a term which has been, and will often be used, that of "economic 

development". 

Economic t is a relative term and is "conunonly defined as 

a long period incre~sc in a country's national income in real terms' 1
•

3 
A 

"long period increase" dis economic t or fro:11 

purely 

with 

than 

variations in national income associated, for example, 

or bad harvc ts or fluctuations in the trade cycle. Rather 

in the of utilis tion of existinB ctive 
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economic growth involves an expansion of productive ty. "In real 

terms" serves to distintjtlish economic growth from the situation in which 

an increase in the monetary value of the national income is the result 

of a rise in the general level of prices. 

The of using this aggregative definition supposedly 

lie in the fact that it gives, 

'' a much safer single measure for comparisons of 
economic growth--safcr in that it precludes the 
danger of omitting from consideration of both causes 
and results of growth a basic element--human popu
lation itseH. 11 4 

It has also been suggested that in developed areas Fhere steady 

growth in National Income is desirable to avoid chronic inflation or 

deflation, the national aggregate provides the most satisfactory measure 

of economic growth. 5 

An alternative to this aggregative definition concerns increases 

in some per unit measure, &uch as real National Income per head of popu-

lation or per head of labour force. The advantages of such restricted 

use of the term directs attention to changes in productivity and the 

ability of the economy to satisfy human needs. Also it is suggested that 

fundamental in economic structure, important in growth theory, 

are only likely to have taken place when there has been an increase in 

the per unit measures. 

However, it has been pointed out that neither aggre te nor per 

unit increases in national income are totally adequate as indicators 

of since say noth 0bout s in absolute extent of 

Povcrt)7 • 
6 S · ·] '- lnll Jy, neither measure says about the distribu-

tion of income, the standard of 1 , nor about the "costs" of this 
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increased income, i.e. lfare considerations are omitted. 

Thus there appears to be no totally satis definition of the 

term "e c devc t, 11 which this paper purports to ana in 

part, in terms of one of the forces supposedly responsible for it. Given 

these limitations any such definition can only provide a second best 

1 . 7 so ut1.on. 

Rather than choos ei tlwr of these clefini tions and their inhen:·nt 

deficiencies, it is sufficient for the purposes of this paper to define 

economic devc] as an expansion in tive capacity over a 

period and ~1ich may be measured in terms of value added. 

tr ix 

In isolat one factor from the compl process of deve t 

there is the <lei of overs ification. In addition in at to 

ass a role in this proces to one such factor there is the risk of 

tau to argument. 

Bear thes not inconsiderabl difficulties in mind, a static, 

two d ion a] el has been constructed which identifie the role of 

transport in the process, in wbich, it is , complexi is 

not forsaken ly for the sake of clarity. 

The of the model relate to "causal" and " al" 

preccd 

By II II • 
J_S the ab li of tr port tion true-

ture to cal] t11 cl Jy ct economic activi in its ri t. 

As sud1 it is ib to i den "cau al" po ibili 

1) pos ct (+) wherein new, d tly iviti 
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arc the direct result of provid transportation facilities. 

2) neutral effect (0)--transportation faciJities do not them

selves call forth directly productive activities and sub 

sequent increases in the lcve~ of economic deve t. 

3) negative effect (-)--the presence of transportation facilities 

eliminates directly productive activity and effectively 

reduces the level of economic development. 

The second the component relates to the period 

of provision of transport infrastructure in relation to tlie period of 

economic development. 

This component also illustrates three possibilities. 

1) , the provision of 

in temporal terms, the 

t infrastructure predates, 

of economic deve t. 

2) CO!!:_-, transportation infrastructure develops concomi tantJy 

with the of economic development. 

3) ~-!- , the prov is ion of trans po r tat ion infra s tr u ct m: e po t-

dates the of economic development. 

Figure 1 illustrates these possibilities in the form of a possi

bility matrix. 

The first two hypotheses indicate that transport plays a neutral 

role, deve concomitantly ·with tb expansion of productive activity 

and hence with economic dcve]opment. Thes views are denoted in F . 2 

by II X 11 
• 

A common view of the role of transport in devc i as a 

" ition" or "pr ere site". 8 This, Hunter notes,. 
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FIG. l. 
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causal as well as temporal precedence, 9 as such is represented by "P" 

in Fig. 2. To illustrate the fallacy of this view and to at t to 

validate the hypotheses offered, the "causal" and temporal" components 

will be examined. 

Causal 

The following statement by the Argentinian historian Vera Y. Gonzales 

illustrates the concept thnt transport plays a "causal-positive" role in 

the developmental process. 

The railways were advancing league after league 
into the desert and as fast as they advanced they made 
new settlements blossom forth as by c en both 
sides of the right of way: and they were converting 
the barren fields into inexhaustible springs of 
weal th .10 

Similarly, though less fl ly, Hawkins attributes the 

position of the economy today to the creation of transport 

11 facilities which linked it \vi.th the outside world. 

More specifically Hunter illustrates the co11.cept of causal pre-

cec1ence with respect to the role of transport in Development. He suggests 

that the economic history of Western Europe and North An12rica has shown 

that the introduction of modern transport methods dramatically lowered 

shipping costs. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the effect 

was to widen the market, Lt economics of large scale production 

in a wide range of activities. The causal link between low cost trans-

port and economic cleve al so seemed clecn· ly evidcn t over tirnc. 

Shipping and especially rail transport the way for the subs 

s of e Industrial Revolution. 
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Railroad in particular were seen to he s lie of the movement 

of "pre-industrial" societies into the modern age. Furthermore, they 

themselves provided markets for coal, iron and steel, thus investment 

multipliers extended from the railways sector into all other sectors of 

the economy: 

"In short, as the basis for external economics, 

a training ground for modern methods and a bell
weather leading the economy forward, railroads have 
been seen as a precondition for economic devclop
men t. 1112 

Other writers have reiterated this view or noted its acceptance 

by the public, planner, or politician. Owen, for exampl , suggested that 

... a good case for transport as the 'key' to 
national devc t can be made on the grounds 
that widening domestic markets is essential to 

13 economic 

Also, notes the widespread faith in the United States con-

cerning the magic of transportation, that it not only permits but calls 

forth directly productive activity through its dynamic 
14 

ct. 

That transportation facilities play a dynamic role is implied in 

such statements as "Transport ... plays the active role of new 

resources available. 1115 Sharp goes further than this and suggests that 

''In developing economies the provision of new transport services is 

itself an important factor in increasing demand
1116 

(thus presumably 

stimulating to meet this demand). He continues: 

Tran port is a key factor in the 
over from a sub istence economy to a market economy 
in which specialis tion and ex can take place 
... The tota] effect of transport may be very far 
reacld tracl to take place with 
sp0cialis tion and tly incrcasC'cl ctivity 
(thus in te 110tiona1 income) and to 
make po ibl of hitberto inaccessible raw 
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materials the economic and social 
effects of increased mobility are ... the 
effect on the employment situation ... on the 
ancillary transportation industries, ... on 
the deve t of tourism. 

Brown and Harral further substantiate the effects of the external-

ities of transportation investments utilising a theoretical example to 

show how previously unproductive members of a community contribute to 

the village income after transportation facilities arc provided. 17 Thus 

it is implied that transport infrastructure is a dynamic force capable 

of creating in its own right new economic activities. 

In addition to the economic arguments there may be psychological 

factors of significance which may point to the acceptance of the con-

cept of causal precedence. 

In describing "Rai c" in Argentina, J. M. Berry states that: 

As 

Railways cannot be hidden ... they con
tinually preserve int~nate human contact with 
the public at large. On flat terrain especially, 
the steam train is its own advertisement. Even 
at night its psychological impress is felt by 
all within sound of its whistle ... it remains 
. . . perenially dif f i cu] t for a human in di vi dual 
to look upon the panting 'iron horse' without some 
sort of emotional response . 

. . . locomotives and trains are pcrsonif ied 
... invested with personality ... of a rather prc-
terhumcm i ty ... they have gained ir:1mortali ty in 
the song and story of folklore and even in the 
soberest pages of history.18 

this Freudian interpretation of the impact of the rail-

ways to be correct, it is hard]y surprising that the instrrn11cnt2lity of 

the rai has often been exaggerated not only in the "popuJar rni.nd 11 but 

also in the minds of scholars and politici 

In 2clvocating the "causal positive:" role of , the tacit 
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assumption is that transportation infrastructure has a life of its own. 

I suggest that this is not the case. 

"In fact it- tr.::msport--docs not have a 
life of its own and is a pa~t of something else. 
Without the resources that are going to be 
utilised access hJs no ."19 

Hawkins for one adopts this view in qualifying a statement implying 

that transport is a dynamic f ctor: 

Economic upon the growth 
of capital employed per capita; transportation 
improvements may release working capital which 
can then be used more productively as fixed 
capital elsewhere ... but before any of this 
may take place there must be suitable produc
tive opportunities and potential markets.20 

The implication is that by itself tation infrastructure is 

passive or as suggested, a "causal-neutral" phenomenon. In order that 

there may be expansion in directly productive activity and thus economic 

deve t there must be certain other passive factors available, i.e. 

human, physical and material resources; with investment in transporta-

tion infrastructure, the possibility for developing some of these 

resources becomes much greater. 

Owen surmnarises this theoretical s int, stating 

. . . the fact remains 
good transportation is not 

that the provision of 
le by itself of 

It is only \·Jlwre promoting economic 
there. are resources to 
capable of devclopin 
becomes the catal t 
other resour lh['ct 

be deve] and peop]e 
them that transport 

that trans land and 
people nC?ed. 

irical evidence to substantiate this view is 1 

t 

y provided 

by a ntn11ber of v:orks which ttcmpt a re-examination of certain aspect 

of tr0 port economic h In particu1 , the ro] of the rai 
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in the North American tal context has received considerable 

attention. Contrary to the view that the railroads led the economy 

forward in the early nineteenth century, Cootner has shown that rai 

gro·wth following 1830 did not precede the growth of other sectors of the 

22 
economy. 

In addition two s~nilar works by Fishlow and Fogel show, respect-

ively, that the rai was not (and was nowhere near) indispensable to 

23 
American growth and that in fact, transportation capacity in the U.S. 

up to 1890 could have been provided by existing waterways and need not 

2t'~ 
have been provided by the railroads. 

In terms of causal , Fishlow in particular sees the rail-

roads as built to demand and not as directly opening up new 

country; it was the anticipation of r0il extcn ion that led to ation, 

and the railroads r to this demand. Fishlow further argues 

that few, if any, innovations are "indispensable" to economic and 

that the range of potential solutions to specific problems may be so 

large that no individual response is ever really essential and also that 

the process of econornjc t is too complex and too diversified 

to t of unc cal prime movers. 

Heyman too deve] ops this theme~ sugges that transpor tion 

infrastructure followed the tion wcs t across the United States. 

Migration resulted from a complex set of factors relating to opportunities, 

attractions el and diss ti faction with areas from which the 

ts came.. Thus the trans t iers res cd to economic 

opportuni and not at cJcvc the hinterlands of the t, 

but in a fortune:. The jon of such fncilities may well have 
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helped to the 1 distrihution of activity but did not create 

the underlying motivations. Dcve was rooted in economic and 

social forces 

25 
industry. 

t of and exogenous to the transporta ion 

A corollary of this is that with increases in productive activity 

and increases in the level of economic the creation of social 

overhead capital is not a cond tion ~1ose pre-existence explains the 

acceleration of rather, it is part of the acceleration which 

needs to be explainca.
26 

Finally the "causal negative" cornponen t may be examined. There 

appears to be no ical evidence to illustrate that the provision of 

tation facilities may directly lead to a reduction in the overaJl 

level of 

of economic 

This may be ified in a number of ways. In the case where 

there is a capital input into projects inteuded as prestigious 

shuwpieces the decision may le()d to an allocation of resources which, in 

relation to development potential, may be less efficient than some other 

more 2pparently mundane or less prcsti alternative. Effectively, 

this may retard economic relative to which mi t other-

wise have occurred following alternative investment. 

By the s token, however, investmf'nt in t11 pres ti s project 

may subs ly de stimulus to other parts of the pos ibly 

s influence on other thin , morale, attraction o foreign 

capi 1 and In this event elev 1 t oc the 

inf] uencc of tb t pro ct rnny be hidden among the comp] of 
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other devc factor . 

A further qlwlification relates to the scale at ·which the notion 

of economic deve is conceived. The provision of additional trans-

port infrastructure may well help to change regional patterns of activity. 

In the event of the ne\·l road, rail or waterway encoura the diversion 

of activity from one arcn to another, the former area may decline in 

terms of productive activity and consequently the level of economic 

development may decreas at the regional level. Hence in terms of the 

"negative" effects of transport the question of scale is cxtr ly 

. . f. 27 s1.gni :J_cant. The identification of this problGn area further serves 

to illustrate the unsatisfa nature of the concept of deve 

especially when related to increases in productive capacity. Within 

the terms of reference , it may be noted that there appear to be 

no evidence to st th t overall levels of national economic develop-

ment decline following provision of transport infrastructure. However, 

as noted above, this statement is open to considerable ification. 

The 11 causal" of the role o~ transport in economic 

development may thus be. summarised: 

1) "causal-positive" - transportation infrastructure is 
itself not le of promoting economic Other 
passive resources, human, physical and material resources 
must also be present. The presence of social overhead 
capit-al docs not ex in growth, rather it is part of 
the process which needs to be explained. 

2) '' cal1S al-neutral 11 
- tra11spor t :~_nf r as true turc does not 

have a life of its own, it is a part of somcth el 
Transportation infrastructure is inc1ispensal1l to 
econ 01n y but th c re is no e vi cl c n lh a prov i cling 
faciliU.c'. lJ ensure new cu] tural or indllstrial 

Clctiv 

In an o.rca wit11 "potcntiaJ" resources the sion of 
tran~;por tio11 infra tructurc and t11c rcsultnnt ac 
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t . t t1 . ] . . 29 d 1 may ac J_va c _ 1e1_r exp _o i ta ti on. Un er t 1cse con-
ditions, transport infrastructure may b de cribed as 
being a catalyst in the development process. 

3) "causal-negative" - there is no empirical evidence to 
suggest that the overall level of national economic 
development declines followinL the provision of trans
port infrastructure. In certain cases, however, pro
vision of such facilities may effectively retard d lop
ment and/or may reduce productive activity in unit areas 
smaller than the national scale. 

Of these three causal possibilities, only the second appears 

tenable as a view to be adopted when planning investment in transport 

facilities. Figure 3 illustrates the modified pos ibility matrix. 

16 

A con@on view of the role of transport in economic development is 

that the provision of such facilities has to, and in future p 

should, precede development in temporal terms. Popularisation of this 

concept is associated, for example, with W. W. Rostow who suggests that 

one of the necessary prcconslitions for "take-·off" into sustained growth 

is the provision of a transport infrastructure. 30 

An alternative hypothesis is offered.here, suggest that trans-

port develops concomitantly with economic growth. Examination of the 

former view illustrates that 

" in England the principal in 
transport ... took place during rather than before 
the period of accelerated growth. In Russia the 
relevant transportation and agricultural develop-· 
ments occurred late in the decade after 'take-off' had 
got undcn·my and in China tl'ey are occurring in the 
middle of the period to which Professor Ro tow 
ass her take-·off. 11 31 

Hunter also note the es of Rus j and China. Under diff i-

cult condi both COL! ic }J[tVe found w.::i.ys of s OU 
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without proportionate increases in transport capital. Transport facili-

tics here did not need lo be and often were not built in advance of 

specific demand. Experience here thus suggests that massive expansion 

f . . . a· . f . 32 o transport capacity is not a prior con 1.ticm or econonnc progress. 

Finally, as states in relation to transport technology, 

... it is interes to note thClt the most 
outstand in transportation really 
followed those in manufactur That is, the 
revolution in tation followed that which 
took place in industry. This may be ascribed in 
part to the fact that thc major tcchnologica] 
achievements in transport grew out of those of 
manufac , and in part to thc fact that the 
improvements in t grm-7 out of pressure 
for wider markets. The forces are intcrac 
but the immediate sequence seems to be that 
transport follows rather than le2JJ the course 
of cvcnts.33 

Evidence may thus be presented to illustrate that transportation 

infrastructure developed concomitantly with economic , not prior 

to such as has often been thour;ht. 

There is, however, evidence that many transport facilities, 

particularly in North America and Europe, were built ahead of demand 

and prior to any development. Subsequent failure and closure of many 

railroad lines in particular has since illustrated that whilst acccs 

is indi.spensaLle to merely provid the faciliti docs not 

ensure new activi 

Thus it is sur;gcsted that whil t evidence exist to show that 

f aci 1 i ti were dcve1 oped both prior to and concord_ tl y with clevc1 op-

ment, the most effective way capital can be used, with re pcct 

to tr t' j to develop such inf tructnrc cis is required and 

deve1 t pro cc1 ecl 
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Finally, with respect to the third 

a great deal of <lif iculty in attribu 

po sibility, there is 

t to the provision 

of transportation facilities which post-dated that devc It is 

possible i_n certain circumstances to ha·v·e growth which occurs in antici-

pation of the t of t facilities. In the case of 

migration in the United States, growth was probably affected in part by 

the anticipation of railroad expansion. Undoubtedly, timing plays a 

very critical role in this context. 

In the field of transport investment the exercise of vision and 

wisdom ha often been less tl1an spectacular. In part this relates to 

the failure to iden the role of transport in the deve pro~ 

cess. This in itself reflc:cts the very complexity of the concept of 

economic d and the present lack of understand of the inter-

related forces responsible for 

In that volumes of capital are often allocated to the trans-

general statement con the role of transport in economic deve 

ment. It is hoped that such a statement has been the 

f ramcwork of constructed in this paper. 

Of the three thes offered, the first-- t as a neutral 

- -re] 

assumption tha 

to the "causal" role of transport. By avo 

por has a life of its own; by acknowled 

ncce i for the pre cnce of other sivc resources; by no 

of such fa Ji is a t of the pro 

the 

the 

tlw t 

which the pre~; 

needs to ,-· than expl ion in its lf, leads to 



the conclusion that the "neutral" po ibili 

"causal" role of transport. 

is the onJy tenable 

The second the is, that transport devc con-

comitantly with dcve t, relates to the temporal component. 

20 

irical 

evide.ncc has been offered to illustrate that much of the transport 

infrastructure in North America, Britain, Russia and China did in fact 

develop concomitantly with, rather than prior to, economic The 

possibility of devc t of such facilities ahead of demand is 

acknowl and also that in part anticipation of future ion of 

facilities may be s icant. However since neither ens ti subsc 

dcve t, investment proccdur along thes lines may lead to 1 

efficient allocation of resource than investment which occurs 

The third hypothesis, transport as a catalyst, is related to both 

the and causal corn,poncn ts. It is sugges tcd that the ion 

of transportation infrastructure may activate the devc t process, 

as all other requisites for are present. Potential 

resources remain potential without some form of access to and from them, 

but al o access has no mean unl s the potential resources are avail 

able. lf potential resources ar present and arc commercially ible 

the provision of acccs may thus b catalytic in the development pro s. 

What must be i that transportation is hardly ever 

des ired for i U:: it :i.S ly a rnc0 to serve other obj ct 

If thi i borne in ird nd, ther with the concept tha tran~;port infra-

structu is a ncu ctor \,:h ch should be ollowed to dcvcJop con 

corni Lnn tly \·li th c ic th, nwny inves decision rel to 

the t r c con 
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INTRODUCTION 

Two aspects of the international scene which have characterised 

the period since World War II have been the increase in "Cold War" 

activities and increasing interest, on the part of the richer nations, 

in helping those less fortunate. Often it is difficult to separate these 

two activities as help which appears under the guise of "developmental 

aid" is of ten designed to promote political sympathies rather than 

economic development. 

In its own right, however, the notion of economic development has 

led to interest in the "underdeveloped" areas and has resulted in a 

wealth of published material and progranunes designed to understand, and 

find solutions for, the problems faced by these countries. The ironical 

paradox is that the poor appear to be increasing more rapidly in both 

relative and absolute terms. Not only does the secret of what makes 

rapid and sustained growth remain unrevealed, but also the facets of 

the question have become more numerous and the character of the problem 

infinitely more complex. In short, an even considerable knowledge has 

become a relatively inadequate thing. The problems under consideration 

have been growing faster than their understanding and to date, potential 

solutions have met with very little success. 

It is perhaps not surprising that more questions than ever before 

need to be answered by the very nature of scientific inquiry, but it is 

postulated here that lack of understanding of the developmental process(es) 

is closely associated with the application of a "single disciplinary" 

approach to problems to which it may have only limited relevance and the 

ability to provide only partial explanations. The aim of this paper is 
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to develop a pluralistic or "multi-disciplinary" framework of analysis 

which, it is believed, will provide a more realistic approach to develop-

mental problems. 

Traditionally much of the research effort into problems of "under-

development" has come from economists who, despite their large contri-

bution, have often viewed economic organisation as a separate entity from 

the rest of societal organisation. It is suggested here that this view 

somewhat misses the mark since economic organisation is part of a much 

larger system of social organisation which in turn may itself be viewed 

as part of a particular cultural system. Thus economic change may be 

seen as a particular facet of a larger cultural transformation, or as 

De Gregori and Pi-Sunyer suggest, 

Economies do not change in isolation from other 

patterned activities characteristic of a parti

cular people, and in the majority of cases 
significant shifts in other areas of belief 

behaviour or social organisation will find a 

reflection in changed economic patterns.l 

There has been a failure to view economic change in terms of the 

total social and cultural context, which may in part account for the 

failure of much development planning. At this point and in order to 

justify the approach adopted in this paper, it is useful to summarise 

some of the more significant factors which are relevant to underdeveloped 

economies but with which traditional, Western economic theory has 

difficulties in dealing. 

"Underdeveloped" economies are not only different from industrial 

market economies in degree but also in kind. The absence, in many cases, 

of machine technology, pervasive market organisation, and all purpose 

money, plus the fact that economic transactions can often not be under-
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stood apart from social obligation, create a set of conditions where 

economic theory may not be fruitfully applied. The attempt to translate 

"primitive" equivalents into functional equivalents of our own inevitably 

obscures just those features of underdeveloped economy which distinguish 

it from our own. 

Secondly, it may be noted that economic mechanisms and practices 

are frequently found in historical and modern, developed and under

developed economies. But their presence is not prima facie evidence of 

organisational, operational or functional similarity. Division of 

labour, money uses, external trade and market places are best regarded 

as adaptable devices, capable of varied use in a variety of organisational 

contexts. Abstraction of certain phenomena from the specific context 

of real world structure to fit into our own specialised contextual cate

gories only leads to distortion. 

A related point is that the reifica tion of economic categories 

tends to create ambiguity when the Western trained investigator of 

underdeveloped economies seeks to answer questions whose importance is 

derived from his own economy. __ It is not possible for the investigator 

to abstract himself from his cultural background; but it is surely 

necessary and possible to differentiate between non-Western values and 

our own. 

Finally, the phrase "economic development" implies two different 

types of change which go on simultaneously in underdeveloped areas: 

institutional transformation from indigenous socio-economic forms such 

as reciprocity and redistribution, to market organised industrialism 

and secondly, additions to real output generated by the new economic 
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and technical apparatus. To date Western economic theory has proved a 

powerful tool for making industrialised market systems grow. As yet the 

underdeveloped economies are not industrialised and often the market 

system is underdeveloped. Thus what is required to begin the under-

standing of the development processes is a form of "ethno-economic" 

analysis which will enable the planner to choose those transformation 

paths to industrialism which entail only the unavoidable social costs. 2 

Accordingly this paper attempts to avoid the methodological pro-

blems posed by the assumption that traditional economic theory has 

universal relevance; this paper adopts a pluralistic approach employing 

an ecologic framework of analysis. By adopting this method the com-

plexity of the interrelationships operating within the socio-cultural 

environment may be identified and analysed as a complex rather than as 

isolated phenomena. 

Skilling suggests that a model can be a theory, a law, an hypo-

h . t d .d 3 t es1s, or a struc ure 1 ea. The model developed in the first section 

-~ ____ of this paper represents a structured idea for the identification and 

analysis of significant aspects of developmental problems. Specifically, 

the model utilises the concept of human ecology, defined in terms of 

sustenance organisation. The consequences of the characteristics of the 

latter are then compared with the desired developmental goals for a 

given country. By examining the human ecology of a particular group it 

may be shown that certain consequences of sustenance organisation are 

incompatible with the necessary structure required to achieve the 

desired developmental goals. Such consequences may be described as 

"dysfunctional forces." By viewing developmental problems in terms of 

these dysfunctional forces, such problems may be seen in the broad con-
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text to which they belong, and potential solutions will thus be more 

realistic and relevant. 

Two assumptions are basic to the model which may be identified at 

this point. The first is a biological assumption which suggests that 

man's existence requires continuous material sustenance, a universally 

applicable postulate. The second assumption is that the particular 

form of sustenance organisation utilised to fulfill these material 

needs is significantly controlled by the social-cultural environment 

within which the group or individual in question operates. 

All models have a number of conunon characteristics; those emphasised 

in this particular case are the features of selectivity and structure. 

In the first case, through selective approximation, fundamental, 

relevant aspects of developmental problems appear in a generalised 

form, i.e., as.dysfunctional forces; and secondly, structure is emphas-

ised by viewing relevant phenomena in terms of a kind of organic 

relationship. Finally, the model is also intended to be suggestive in 

as much as it may suggest further questions and speculation regarding 

developmental problems. 

One prerequisite for models in the empirical sciences is the 

necessity for their reapplication, it is here that the value of the 

model may be judged. Accordingly, this model has been applied to the 

4 
small African enclave of Lesotho, (see map). As with the other emerg-

5 ing nations of the Third World, Lesotho faces enormous developmental 

problems but here they are compounded by several unique factors, 

particularly geographical position and the political hostility of 

South Africa. 
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The most significant characteristic of the human ecology of 

Lesotho is the traditional system of land tenure and the model developed 

here is applied to this system to examine its dysfunctional consequences. 

By this means it is hoped that the value of the model may be illustrated 

and the need to approach developmental problems in a multi-disciplinary 

manner emphasised. 

This paper therefore subdivides into three sections; the first 

deals with the analytical framework, the second describes the character

istics of sustenance organisation, and the third examines the dysfunc

tional aspects of this form of organisation. 

I.--ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

Ecologic and Spatial Analysis 

Geography ~as long been the scene of internal dialogue concerning 

the nature of the discipline. The traditional position of Geography 

has been in terms of Hartshorne's areal differentiation. There are, 

however, a number of "deviations" from this view which broadly speaking 

may be identified as the regional school, the locational or spatial 

school and the ecologic school. 6 In response to the need to establish 

a firm body of geographic theory, much of recent geographic enquiry has 

concerned itself with the two latter schools. To illustrate the frame-

work within which this paper operates it is worthwhile to distinguish 

between these two schools. 

The two may be broadly distinguished by the types of questions 

asked and the styles of scientific approach used in determining the 

answers. More specifically, if concern is with the location of parti

cular activities and patterns of distribution the method of analysis is 
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spatial. Significant factors in such analysis are assigned weights and 

ranking in order of importance for a given activity at a given point in 

time. In agricultural location theory, for example, physical factors 

such as soils, temperature and precipitation may be of special signifi

cance in addition to and in combination with non-physical phenomena 

such as distance from market or transportation costs. 

Ecologic analysis on the other hand is concerned with the inter

action of the factors which define the activity itself, rather than 

with how the factors affect the location of the activity. Ecologic 

analysis concerns itself with the emergent system formed by the factors' 

interaction and with analysing how the system functions. 7 Essentially 

ecologic analysis deals with "adaptive" research wherein research is 

designed toward problem orientation rather than strictly discipline 

oriented. 

The distinctions between the two forms of analysis are not as 

clear cut as has been implied here, it must be realised that inasmuch 

as they both deal with the same set of phenomena they must have certain 

commonalities as well. The area of overlap is exhibited by the spatial 

analyst who examines the components of the ecologic system to determine 

the relative significance of individual factors, and by the ecologist 

who examines locational factors in order to examine the way in which they 

affect the functioning of the ecologic system. 

Up to this point little distinction has been made between the 

different forms of ecologic analysis. Specifically this paper examines 

developmental problems in Lesotho by an examination of the Human Ecology 

of the area. In that there are several interpretations of the concept 



of Human Ecology and a distinction between Human and Cultural Ecology 

it is necessary to further define the subject. 

Human Ecology 

The term "ecology" was originally used by Haeckel in 1869 to 

relate organisms or groups of organisms to their environment. 8 In the 

social sciences the term has been restricted to human synecology, that 

is, the study of relations between human groups (or populations) and 

their respective environments, especially their physical environments. 

Human ecology, in the broadest sense, may be defined in this way and 
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all definitions agree on this essential characteristic of the field. In 

addition, most definitions agree that human ecology includes the study 

of two aspects of group structure, both of which depend strongly on 

sustenance relations between man and the physical environment, namely 

spatial structure and the division of labour. 9 Apart from these areas 

of general agreement, definitions vary widely particularly with respect 

to the degree of inclusiveness of the field and the chosen explanatory 

variables. 

Examples of two differing views are seen in the works of Park and 

Hawley. R. E. Park emphasised a subsocial type of interaction among 

men as the distinguishing feature of human ecology which involved the 

study of impersonal, subsocial aspects of group structure arising out 

of ecological interaction. This type of study did not include the 

analysis of the political and moral parts of group structure that depend 

10 
principally on social interaction. Amos Hawley on the other hand 

ignores the distinction between ecological and social interaction as 

conceived by Park concentrating on the study of the 



... pattern of symbiotic and conuncnsalistic 
relations that develops in a population, 
... a collective response to the habitat; it 
constitutes the adjustinent of organism to 
environment. 11 
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One area of conunon ground to these two views is the emphasis upon 

space distribution as a fundamental characteristic of the ecological 

approach, sunnnarised by McKenzie: 

Human ecology deals with the spatial aspects 
of the symbiotic relations of human beings 
and human institutions ••. 12 

In recent years this spatial conception has come to be labelled 

"classical" ecology13 and a number of harsh criticisms have been levelled 

against it. Not the least of these being the absence of an analytical 

f k . h. f 11 . h b h . 14 0 ramewor emcompassing t is sector o co ective uman e avior. ne 

attempt to formulate a general theory has been made by Gibbs and Martin 

and it is their ~onceptualisation of Human Ecology which is used in this 

15 paper. 

Viewing ecological theory as an analysis of man's organisation for 

sustenance this theoretical system bears some resemblance to Hawley's 

16 
ideas, though one major difference is in the scale of observation units; 

the "conununity" unit being replaced by more macroscopic units such as 

the nation. The central theme of the system is that Man may only survive 

by collective organisation in the exploitation of natural resources. It 

is obvious, however, that not all populations organise themselves for 

the exploitation of natural resources in exactly the same manner. It is 

in this variability in the characteristics of sustenance organisation 

among populations that human ecology finds its fundamental problem. 

Sustenance activities include only those activities directly related 
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to providing the population with a livelihood. These activities have 

one outstanding property--they arc highly organised in the sense of being 

regular, repetitive and enduring; for this reason any pattern in the sus-

tenance activities of a population constitutes an organisation. Given 

that sustenance organisation is central to the concept of human ecology, 

Gibbs and Martin identify two goals for their system: 

First, it [human ecology] seeks to explain the presence 
and absence of particular characteristics of sustenance 
organisation among human populations, i.e. to state 
the conditions under which a given characteristic 
will or will not appear. Second, it seeks to establish 
the consequences of the presence or absence of parti
cular characteristics of sustenance organisation in 
human populations. It is not concerned with origins, 
ultimate causes, or the association of motives and 
attitudes with the different characteristics of sus
tenance organisation.17 

In seeking these goals, the ecologist goes beyond the purely descrip-

tive studies of s~atial distribution which have come to characterise much 

of human ecology, tending instead towards a branch of ecology known as 

cultural ecology. The above conceptualisation does not, however, con-

stitute cultural ecology as conceived by Steward and the distinctions are 

h . h. . 18 wort mention at t is point. 

Cultural ecology may be defined as: 

... the adaptive processes by which the nature 
of society and an unpredictable number of 
features of culture are affected by the basic 
adjustment through which man utilises a given 
envirorunent.19 

As Mikesell views it, any analysis using this framework involves three 

stages. The first is an analysis of subsistence activities and exploita-

tive technology. Such an examination provides examples of the inter-

relationships between envirorunent and livelihood and the first step in a 
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logical chain. The second link in the chain is the analysis of behaviour 

involved in the exploitation of a particular habitat by a particular 

technology. The final task of cultural ecology is seen as the establish-

ment of links between behaviour patterns involved in the exploitation of 

an environment and other aspects of culture, such as marriage preferences, 

20 
the size of human groups and so on. This type of analysis with the 

progression from environment through subsistence activities, exploitative 

technology to social organisation may clarify a substantial part of the 

configuration of a culture and may contribute to the understanding of 

such problems as a group's capacity for evolution. 

There are obviously many parallels between this concept and the 

definition of human ecology used here. The essential difference appears 

to be that cultural ecology seeks to determine the extent to which environ-

ment is involved.in the origin of a particular cultural feature or pattern 

f b h 
. 21 

o e aviour. Human ecology as defined here is both social and cultural 

in nature but this does not mean that it is concerned with values, atti-

tudes, or other variables of a psychological nature as is cultural ecology. 

Furthermore, human ecology is concerned with the particular characteristics 

of sustenance organisation and the consequences of those characteristics, 

22 
human ecology is not concerned with origins and ultimate causes. 

This definition of human ecology is perhaps more narrowly con-

ceived than that of cultural ecology but in dealing with developmental 

problems in Lesotho, it is more than adequate to illustrate relevant 

interrelationships. Of the two goals of human ecology identified, this 

paper concerns itself with the second, the consequences of particular 

characteristics of sustenance organisation. In Lesotho sustenance 
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activities may be divided into two major groups, domesticated i cul tu re 

and stock raising, and mining activity. The latter activi , hcn<'cver, 

forms a special case since the mines are in South Africa and there is a 

23 
migration Lo and from the mines of Basotbo workers. Whilst this external 

activity is extremely tant to the country, in order to illustrate 

relevant internal relationships this paper is restricted to discussion 

of agriculture and stock raising. 

The single most significant characteristic of agriculture and 

pastoral f in Lesotho is the system of land tenure. By focus 

on this particular aspect, the consequences of the present form of this 

type of sustenance activity may be illustrated. Particular concern with 

these consequences is in respect to economic dcve At present 

the pr of national policy in Lesotho is the achievement of 

economic ence, by utilis the human ecologic frar:1C:'.Work described 

above, it may be shmvn that the principal characteristics of agrarian 

sustenance activities are not le with the attainment of this 

goal, i.e. agrarian clrnracteristics are dysfunctional to 

economic independence in terms of their consequences. Furthermore, it 

may be shown that problems such as those related to sustenance 

activities cannot be examined in isolation, nor can a s e dis linary 

approach provide adequate ans·wcrs. These latter statements have long 

been recor;nised as valid in l.esotho. In report to Whitehall in 1935 

the Pinrn Co'11rnis ion, for stated one fundamenta] proposition, 

out questions of economics and of 

politics; also, land and soil ero ion <:ind still arc too much inter-

locked wi cus c1 to be dealt with 

just a t]c cducat:i.on, ]cprosy and cus 

J 

J 



2Lt all parts of a larger pattern. 

Economic t may t1rns be seen in socio- cultural terms and 

analysed in terms of human ecology. The model developed in this paper 

examines the consequences of agrarian sustenance activity characteristics 

on economic development in terms of those characteristics which are 

dysfunctional to the achievement of given developmental goals. Prior to 

identifying these characteristics it is necessary to outline the nature 

of the land tenure system in l,esotho, the consequences of which are seen 

as one very significant group of dysfunctional forces; incompatible with 

achieving rapid economic development and effective economic independence. 

II. - -Tl-ill LA.ND TENUHE SYSTEM 

The economy of Lesotho is based on agriculture and animal hush 

This is a situation in view of the fact that the otho are 

not agriculturalists by tradition and tend to gru the amount of time 

that tbey rnust on their lands. 25 Furthermore, the country does not 

exhibit any marked agricultural potential. The explanation for the 

significance of agriculture, in particular, to the economy, lies in the 

fact that there arc few if any alternatives. The absence of .industrial 

potential and the ex limited prospects for mineral development 

give the tho little choice concerning tbe way in which they may make 

a living. The Geological Survey slates the position quite bluntly: 

Basutoland is purely an tural and pastoral 
country; the prospects of mineral clcvc] have 
been shown to be entirely limited to the remote. 
possibility of discover an abnormally rich 
d sit. The future of Basu to l~rnd is then 
defin:Llely wcclclccl to agriculture and stock ro.ising. 26 

In that the economy is mainly concerned with agricul turc and aniEial 



husbandry, and in that both depend upon the use of the land, both are 

inextricably bound up with the laws of land tenure. In to 

identify those forces or groups of forces which appear to be dysfunctional 

to the achievement of a given goal, the problems presented by the present 

system of land tenure offer an appropriate starting point. One probJem 

entailed by with the land tenure question is that discussion 

of the political system (of which the laws of land tenure are an integral 

part) is anticipated. However, this appears inevitable since, as was 

noted previously, questions such as land tenure are all part of a much 

larger pattern of which it is extremely difficult to effectively isolate 

the individual parts. 

In considering the land tenure. question, it is convenient to deal 

witb it in t\vo parts. In the first instance, land tenure may be regarded 

as comprising the rights of the users of the land to exploit the resources 

of their habitat. Secondly, land tenure may also be seen as a complex 

of rights of distribution and of administration as vested in the approved 

1 ~ . . . . 27 regu acive institutions. 

land is not a which can be t, sold 

or used in the form of a negotiable chattel.· All the land be to the 

tho nation 28 with the Paramount Chief 29 as tr us tee. The Paramount 
---,-~---

Chief is nomina] responsible for its protection, its exploitation, and 

its distribution, al his aut:hori may be de ted to subordinates. 

of the nation is entitled to a share of the land for 

bui , pns tu re and cu 1 i va ti on, the 1 t of t1ws c r been 

embodied in the of Lcrotholi No. 7 which st0tc : 



All chiefs and headmen must by law provide 
people living under them with lands to 
cultivate.JO 

These rights normally begin to accrue with marriage but may be 

extended to unmarried adults of either sex. These extensions of the 

rights to exploit land may be related to the taxable status of the 

individual concerned, but this too may be further qualified to allow 

unmarried non-taxpaying adults such as the very poor, the old, widows, 

widowers, and spinsters to hold land. Other than these exceptions, 

L~2 

private rights to hold land apply to every married adult. A married man 

has the right to hold for, and on behalf of, his family certain titles 

of use to residential land, arable land, and pasturage. The retention 

of these rights is dependent on continuous utilisation of the resources, 

the payment of taxes, and the demonstration of loyalty toward the chief

tainship as the administrative authority. 31 

In addition to privat~ rights of exploitation, certain p~Jlic rights 

exist which relate to a number of natural products to which all people 

may be saiJ to have equal rights. This group includes fuel, timber for 

building, grasses, clay, wild plants and wild animals. Public ri ts to 

these products may be restricted if they become either locally or season-

ally scarce as a result of excessive demand. In this event, a conserva-

tion or rcgul system knm·m as 
32 

----~l_l~.a __ opera tcs. This sys tern, one 

of the few of its kind in J_,esotho, places certain of the above 

(such as tlw reeds or grass) under protection. The land 

on which m~e supported is retained under strict control by the 

administrative authorities; J:Lc u e of the is tted only 

under ion at ied times. 
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The acquisition of the previou ly mentioned exploitive titles may 

take considc1ablc time. The first title acquired by a ied man 

is that which gives him and his fmnily residential rights. The normal 

procedure is for this male to approach through an intermediary (norrnqlly 

the next senior lineal relative) the administrator of the parish in which 

he wishes to residc.33 Once residence titles have been acquired, the 

individual may seek additional titles. Customo.rily the farn.ily head may 

claim three fields for the maintenance of himself and his family. However, 

if the male has more than one wife, he may claim a further two fields for 

each additional wife. In addition to their fields, it is cus for 

each family to have a small plot or garden near to the household. 

Pas , the third type of land for which the fomily may hold 

titles, presents a different picture. 34- Grazing on coin,:1on land is a 

public d.ght which may be enjoyed by all, but grazing in cattle-post 

country35 may be given to certain individuals that they may build huts 

and byres in these areas, but at the same time grazing at the posts is 

available to all those w110 live in the province wherein the post is located. 

In that these rights to exploitive titles may take a long time to be 

acquired, there are numbers of ways in which temporary access to land 

may be achieved. Horncste::ads may be obtained on loan frOin individual 

owners, or individuaJs may be ly granted the us of a f icld by 

a chief. 

The conditions necessary for security of tenure ucre noted 

above as b the continued ut:i_lisation of resources, of taxes, 

and the maintenance of omicable re] a with the ]and administrators. 

ty of l. (.' .._, no mean~; as s e os tl1is. 



Any unit of land may be put to two or more exclusive uses during any one 

year. Thus a piece of land may warrant an arable title for part of the 

year and a graz title for the remainder. Alternatively, both of thes 

rights may be revoked and the land devoted to the maboe] system with 

public titles of exploitation operating. 
36 

Hence in Koena Law land can-

not be allocated exclusively to one individual or family, nor can it be 

allocated to one specific use. 

In the case of a piece of arable land, all arable rights cease the 

moment the harvest has been reaped and removed from the field; all such 

arable rights remain dormant until the new planting season (spring) com-

mences. Should an individual commence ploughing before the arable rights 

are re turned, he. may be charged \'li th cl epri vinr; the community of common 

grazing rights; at the same time he would have no cause to complc:dn or to 

claim compensation resulting from any 
37 

caused by stock. 

In terms of the rights to exploit the habitat, it is obvious that 

the chiefs through their control of usufructuary rights exercise consider-

able control over the chronological sequence of agricultural activities 

and also over the nature of the activities themselves. 

The administration of the exploitive titles associated with land 

is itself dependent upon the possession of certain rights, especially the 

right to c2.ercisc sovcre or de ted over the land and 

its 
38 

u~;crs. 

the Basotbo admini.s lrative ti tlc~s may only be held chief 

and an individual may become a chief by r t of birth. Thu all 
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administrative titles are held by the chief and subsequently de: tccl to 

lesser authorities. It is with relation to these rights of administration 

that there is a deal of overlap between the system of land tenure 

and political organisation. The power hierarchy (which closely resembles 

the pattern of diffusion of administrative rights) is illustrated in 

Fig. 2. The example used is that of the district of Mokho which is 

located in the mountainous eastern part of the country (see Map). 

Mokhotlong, one of nine districts, is sparsely populated compared with 

the western lowlands. In the latter area are far more individuals with 

varying 

of 1%0 

of political power; in fact, in 1939 there was a total 

chiefs and hcadmcn.
39 

This diffusion of power and its 

associated dis will be dealt with in the fol] section. 

The system whereby power is delegated to individuals is known 

locally as the "placing''systern.
40 The system is based on the concept 

that national cohesion and stability will only be maintained if political 

authority remains concentrated in the hands of the Paramount Chief. The 

placing system, though modified in recent years (particularly since 

independence and the reduction of the po,wers of the Paramount Chief to 

those of a Constitutional Monarch) still operates in basically the s 

traditional ways. The system eno.blcs junior members of the royal 1 

to be appointed as administrators over the heads of exis tribal leaders. 

Sheddick notes that this procedure follows four well-defined s 
41 

s. 

The f:irst is that the chief cannot consider a pl \·li thou t 

first con1:;ul the c over 'Whom the new clLLef will have control. If 

acceptabl , the pl will thc11 be publicly appointed. ThP. ne1·1 is 

now alloHcd to as r of land administration; he may establish his 
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o-wn courts and appoint his mm officials. Following this and at a later 

date, the new chief may be given permission to set up residence in the 

village of the old leader, or if this is not possible he mny be allowed 

to build tis own village. The final st2ge involves the grant to the chief 

of an area within his domain (demesne) where he may rule directly: there 

he may grant residential titles to his followers, set aside enclosures, 

and dispense exploitive titles. 

Once established, however, the chief may in fact play little part 

in the actual distribution of exploitive titles. These tasks will be 

delegated to a larger body of officials (sec F . 2), though delegated 

rights vary with the nature of the titles which are to be distributed. 

For , residential rights are decentralised to the lowest levels, 

those of vil or rura] area headmen. Alternatively, arable titles 

are often only allocated by a sub-area chief and enclosures of all lands 

are supervised by local and regional chiefs. 

One of the of the off ice of chief in the context of land 

tenure is that although work may be delegated to lesser authorities, each 

chief h the r ts to special fields known as Until 1950 the 

labour required for the cultivation of these fields was provided by the 

4-2 
community and the ·was des ted ~or public purposes, feeding 

the armies or the poor and the sick. During the present century this 

system has s icantly. The worst clwnge is that where origin-

ally these 

authority could mmrp the r ts for hbnsclf; at the same time, the 

system the cc was used for the public fell into partial 

disuse. 
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The disreputable aspect of this system has been modified to limit 

the numbers of individuals entitled to exact tribute labour. Furthermore, 

this idea of "working for the chicf s" (and many other such requirements) 

has, since 1950, been replaced by a form of local taxation, part of the 

proceeds of which go to the chiefs as compensation for their loss of 

labour. 43 

These are the general characteristics of the land tenure system 

which still operates in Lesotho today despite changes in many other facets 

of economic, social, and cultural life. The traditional system of land 

tenure described above is no longer adequate if the desired goal of econorllic 

independence is to be achieved; the inadequacy of this system is radically 

emphasized by the supreme tancc of agriculture and animal hush 

to the Basotho economy. There appear to be no alternatives to these 

agrarian activities. 

III. --LAND TENlJRE: DYSFUNCTIONAL ASPECTS 

The traditional system of land tenure in Lesotho probably does 

not pre-date the beginning of the nineteenth century. Flee from the 

oppressive forces of Chaka and his Zulu l_rnpis, the ___ t_-1"1_0_ were dispersed 

and it was only through the influenc~ of Moshoeshoe, a minor 

that they es tab 1 ishcd thcH:s cl vcs in Leso tho dur the 

-----·""a __ chief, 

L1"4 Not 

traditionally an agricultural people, the laws of land tenure therefore 

evolved only relatively re and largely in response to the need 

to bind a large number of diffuse c groups ther for the 

purpo of protection fro;n exogenous forces and the maintenance of internal 

stabili Possibly the t distinctive f turc of BDsotho 

at the:: pre~~ is their s tronr; sense of corporate ic1cnti \·lhi cli i l lu-
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strates the success achieved in mee the previously mentioned s. 

In the rapidly environment of the twentieth century, with 

economic cleve the target of national policy, the system of land 

tenure has outlived its usefulness; presently, in conjunction with related 

factors, it may be seen as a barrier to deve t, or in terms of the 

framework developed, a "dysfunctional force". 

Land Tenure and lation Pressure 

One way in which the system may be vie\.Yecl as being dysfunctional 

to the process relates to population increases and actual 

decreases in the ical area of arable and pastoral land. As will be 

seen, the land tenure system can no serve the purposes for which 

it was or ally designed and in fact inhibits devel 

The fol table illustr tes the rapid increase in popul tion 

in Lesotho; of particular significance are the increases over the last 

few decades. The f s from the 1966 census illustrate a very rapid 

increase, nearly one third over the 1956 census figures. Growth rates 

serve to illustrate recent rapid increases (between 19!t-6 and 1960 the 

45 
rate increased from 0.03 to 1.6 ) . Furthermore, despite widely fluctuat-

ing birth rates, there has been a fourfold incrc c in the African popu-

lation since the b 
46 

of the century. The corres increase 

in popul tion densi has had serious effects 011 the of land-

hold B tween 1950 and 1960 ation densi increased from an 

avera3e of f if s to s 
. · 1 47 t y- f J. v c per on s pc. r s qua re nn . e . 

The effect h b c en to r c c1 u cc th c: .:-iv er a f~ c an: o u n t o f 1 and a 11 o cat e d 

to tlic ind v:i.chw1 Mo:::o tho c:ind to of: otlrn who 

without 1 The 1%0 cultural do the posit in 
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TABLE I 

POPULATION DATA FOR LESOTHC' 1868 1966 

Year 

1868 

1875 

1891 

190!+ 

1911 

19 21 

1936 

1946 

19 

1960 

1966 

Source: H. Ash 

Basotho 
Population 

130,000 

127,523 

218,32L~ 

347,731 

401,807 

495,937 

559,223 

561,209 

638,857 

681, 83!+ 

Total 
Population 

219,082 

3!+8' 8!18 

!1.0!1 '507 

498,781 

562' 311 

563,8 

641,67!1-

858,000 

Absentees 

30,000 

101,273 

70,778 

154,782 

205 '4211 

117' 000 

(2nd eel. ) , p. 
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detail; 24% of the families have no land at all.
48 

This represents an 

increase of 17% over f for 191}9-50 when only 7°/o of f lies were 

. d b . . 1 1 , L~g registere as eing w1t1out ana. 

Furthermore, it may be noted that each family is theoretically 

entitled to three separate arable holdings; one for wheat, one for maize, 

and one for Kaffir corn.
50 

In total this has been traditionally five to 

ten acres dispersed in such a way that the best and worst land is fairly 

divided between land-holders. In practice, increas population pressure 

has had the effect of cutting this to two and sometimes only one lot. A 

survey in 1949-50 demonstrated that ci1e average holding of arable land 

51 
by a household (average four persons) was 5.8 acres [sic]. By the time 

the Agricultural Census Report for 1960 had been compiled, this had been 

reduced to 5.4 acres. 

These average f illustrate the trend toward smaller 

holdings and larger nwnbers of people without land, but they also hide 

certain s icant characteristics of land distribution. Of the 

149, 300 families who held land in 1949-50, one- third held less than four 

acres and only twenty percent held land between eight and fifteen acrcs.
52 

A further aspect of the same problem is that with increas ti on 

pressure, actual loss of cultivable and pas~oral land and the resultant 

decrease in size and number of ho there has also been increas 

tation of ho1d It is now no possible for the farmer 

to choo s c t-J1C which he would 1 tn cultivate sin cc he is of ten 

lucky to be over any land at all. tion of tb 

nature is not conducive to agricultural cffi and the lern is 

further by the fact that in the process of land allocation, 

fields have often bcen··rccluced to in which it is dif icul t to u 
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53 a plough, let alone a tractor. In the event that a Nosotho farmer is 

willing to innovate, these aspects of the related problems of land tenure 

and popul?tion increase place additional difficulties in his way. 

The major advantage of the present system of land tenure in 

Lesotho, other thon to encourc1gc national cohesion, has been to prevent 

the accumulation of large tracts of land in the hands of a few (usually 

"white) individuals. Thus, many of the problems associated with this 

aspect, experienced for example in Swaziland, have been avoided in 

Lesotho. However, with the rapid increase in population, population 

density and demand for land, the system can neither satisfy ci1 demand 

for land nor can it allow an economically sound system of agriculture 

to develop. As a result, over some considerable period of time there 

has been increasing criticism of the traditional system. Hailey flatly 

considered the S}Stem to be: 

Land 

... no longer suited to conditions in which the 
increase in population has created competition 
for the possession of arable holdings while the 
rise in the cost of living has made cultivation 
uneconomic except with the application of capital 
and intensive labour.54 

tura] Hal tices 

In the previous section a statement ·wo.s made to the effect that in 

Lesotho, the actual i ca 1 ci. re a of 1 an cl s u i tab 1 e for e. u-11 er a r ab 1 e or 

pastoral f has decreased. The ove~all effect hcis yet to be docu-

rnented but it may be shm,m that both arable and p2storal 

land has been Jost, or the rcsour dra tically ]cted in potential, 

as a result of rnalpr ti which lwve bee.n directly or indirect] y 

encour by the itional, but now cly~~functional, Janel tenure syE~tem. 
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In the upland areas of the Maluti mow1tains and lhc Drakensber 

(sec Map and Appendix) considerable areas have been brought under culti-

vation for arable purpo cs. 1bc 1938 Ecological Survey estimated that 

300,000 acres were under cultivation in the Malutis and their foothills, 

representing about 5% of the total area. (This compares with 30% in the 

55 
Lowland area, the western third of the country.) Originally this 

cultivated area constituted only the more gentle slopes of the valley 

bottoms, but with increas population pressure, arable rights had to 

be, and were, extended to hill slopes of ten ridiculously steep for pl 

ing. Rosenthal notes that at the time of his writing (1948), little 

unbroken land still remained for ploughing. 56 

Numerous abandoned fields now testify to at ts to grow arable 

crops beyond the limits of cultivation, and more seriously, the practice 

of plougb up and down slopes rather than along the contours has led 

to one of: Lesotho's most serious problems, that of soil erosion. This is 

not a new problem; Rosenthal cites the e of Canon Widdicombc who, 

in 1891, noted the and 1 f ·1 . . L h 57 
tuce o_ soi erosion in esot o. 

The problem is by no means confined to the upland areas, erosion 

is in fact most evi<lent between 6,000' and 7,000 1 y) . Vast 

bare tr~cts of sandstone bear witness to the extent of sheet erosion, 

whereas deep, chasm·-1 ikc 
58 

represent the ravages of ly ero ion. 

One of tbe contd.bu factor to soil erosion in the upland ar is 

pastoral II nt"; t at t have of ten b te 

cliso trous. In thf: up an incl:i gr as knu1·1n let iri 

grows at an altitude 0 up to JO, 000 I This gr s grows in ttcd 

or tussocks and by vir of its coc-ir en s and to 
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soon becomes unpalatable to grazing animals. Burning has been found to 

be necessary to get the best results from this type of pasture but hap-

hazard and too-frequent burning by the otho have led to accc'lerated 

59 
erosion, particularly on the steeper slopes. 

More directly related to the land tenure system is a second 

pastoral malpractice, that of overgrazing, which in many upland areas 

~as resulted in the spread of the or Basotho "small-bush''. 

Overgrazing in cattle post country has come about with increasing popu-

lation pressure, re-allocation, and redistribution of land as required 

under the existing system of tenure. Useless as pasturage, the _S_c_.h._<_ .. l _____ ~-

has spread at the expense of indigenous vegetation following overgrazing 

of the latter. In some areas, the ind vegetation has been effect-

ively eliminated; unknown before 1920, the _S ______ _ by 1938 had infested 

an estimated 750,000 acres, or 13% of the mountain zone. Further, Staples 

and Hudson considered that 

... a reduction of 50 per cent in the carrying 
capacity is considered a conservative estimate 
of the loss so far incurred, an equivalent of the 
loss of 375,000 acres of the finest natural pasture 
in South Africa.60 

Only by con tro 11 stock and el overgrazing can an effect-

ive remedy be secured. Unfortunately, this requires sweeping changes in 

the traditional customs and beliefs. One such belief is that tradition-

ally the tho cattle as the only real form of wealtll, and since 

quantity is ]e to quality, over is further 

At present t1H~ best pasture is to be found betwc 6500' 

and 8500' and has a ty of 

rn i 1 e . Abo v c t 11 is /: o 1w l y h<'d f the rnoun tai.n zo11c) , 
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capacity is in the region of 400 sheep/square milc.
61 

No figures are 

available, but it \wuld appear that numbers of animals arc of ten 

considerably in excess of these given capacities. 

It has been implied that the traditional system of land tenure in 

Lesotho, coupled with the problem of increasing population, creates an 

agricultural environment which is not conducive to econornic dcve t. 

It may also be shown that these two dysfunctional factors, land tenure 

and population growth, by inherently cncour injudicious forms of 

cultivation, affect tl1e water supply of Lesotho and, by extension, the 

water supply of much of Southern Africa. 

In nothing the presence of "nwnerous perennial streams" in Lesotho, 

Ashton illustrates his anthropological rather than geographical back-

62 
ground. In fact, al the eastern mountains rise to a he t of 

almost 12000', they are below the snow level. As a result, 

the formation of glaciers is prevented; by virtue of this geol cal 

accident, the whole of South Africn has no rivers and suffers 

from the externnl menace of t. Lesotho is the most important water-

shed and source area in South Africa. The Senquanyanc River, and hence 

the , the , and numerous other s'tremns on ·which s the 

welfare. of Southern Africa rise in V.:;sotho. 

The Halutis and th Drakcnsb g, ·wbere the c rivers rise, may be 

likened to a sponr;c. The water lies in the mar upJcincls and feeds the 

spr [lnd river of the sub-continent. I1m·1ever, this "s is 

rapic11y dr out, excessive upl cultivation, poor tlrnds 

of cul tion, ancl ov~.rerci 
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Agrarian reform (particularly in the system of land would 

lead to a redistribution of land and a reduction of the nwnber of land 

holders. Changes with respect to tenure and changes in agricultural 

techniques may be very necessary if Lesotho is to maintain one of her few 

resources, water. It has been estimated that the Orange River alone 

carries 100,000,000 tons of silt to the sea every year. Not all of this 

comes from Lesotho, but it is true to say that nowhere in Africa is soil 

erosion as marked as in Lesotho, and it is no exaggeration to say that 

the country is rapidly being washed away. 

Land 

Most of the so far described have been concerned with 

land tenure and population increases. It is also possible to illustrate 

relationships betHcen the land tenure system and political or ation 

in Lesotho, rela which together constitute forces dys-

functional to the achievement of the goal of economic independence. 

The problem of fuel provides a starting point in this context, 

which in turn raises problems associated with arboriculture; the are 

related to the land tenure system ond the political structure of Lesotho. 

The traditional fuel of Lesotho is anirnal dung or 

is the task of th women to collect and dry it. The result of using dung 

as fuel is one of the main causes of the ishmcnt of the soil, 

nutrients be removed and not subsequ replaced 

natural f tilisation. :i.shed soil obviously haf:> serious effects 

on the productive capaci of the soil and hence the national economy. 

Dung is u ed as th pr source of fuel as there are f cH l tives. 

Some coal arc to be found in the Lowland , for 1 around 
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Hohale' s Hoek63 but as Ashton notes, "some years ago [the peop] e] v1cre 

1 1 b t1 1 • f t • • ~- II 6 4 orcerec y -1e c1J_e:s -o cease using lL. As with coal, wood i~; 

extremely scarce. In that it is scarce, theoretically all natural bush 

or forest is a form of leboella and is i:laced under the protection of the 

local chief and the resource kept as a provision against the cold winter 

periods. Practically s , however, these laws vary from place to 

place in the country and do not appear to be rigorously enforced. As a 

rcsul t, there arc very few natural \Wods remaining. 

At the present time, the only trees to be found in any num1wrs are 

those around the mission stations and their schools since under Lhe present 

system of land tenure the Basotho themselves are actively discour from 

practicing arboriculturc. 

In the event that a ____ , __ t_:1_10_ should cultivate trees on arable land, 

the local chief has the r t to remove private r of exploitation 

and redcsignate the area as lcboclla with its associated public ri0hts. 

Thus the otho runs the risk of los his land, without which he has 

little opportunity of sus himself without to the Sou th 

African lahour rnnrket. Secondly, with increasing popul tion presLlure 

and demand for land, every available unit is devoted to crop~ or pasture 

which wi11 e the "greatest" economic or $Ocial return. Arboreal crops 

take a tirnc to mature and a long period has to be endured before 

there is any re In that returns may only he obtained af tcr a 

period, it re qu irc:s the tlw individual c1l ti va has of the 

lc-mcl for the en ti.on p iod. This lies a degree. o pc 

which the chiefs Ull\Ti.1} to accept. It is a crucial matter f 

as the [s eel, for the r t to allo tc, withl101cl or t 
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away land is an c f ctivc thoc1 of controlJ their subj c y t 

which to this contra] is r isted very s In tha 

con tro 1 of the land i one of the f r director con l th 

chiefs and have, it has assumed ~ven greater and res i t-

ance to any chnngc has corres y incrcc:iscd. 

tro] 

Relationsh b tween land tem1J~e and politi l organi tion 

further man if t eel in terms of stock con tro 1, of \·J11 ch the t i f 

cant factor is that of f f f cnccs t in tc otho, ins 

grass strips are sub tutcd for more formic.lahle b icrs to cl 

individua1 hold of the s tation o 

and l titles make it s ibl for the Ba otho to id pr 

tect hi fields with fence . In fact, except for a f 

highly privU per ons, fence no allowed. This rul is 

taincd for at ]cJ t two reason . The first is th t r tri 

the winter gra ing of crop s lks, or lead to complicated cl ims, 

by anJ rnc:tl s the stalks. S cond possib a more s i 

factor, is th~1t the chi :[ f tha s li e permanence and 

wilJ [o~; cornplc indiviclua] ip. In th event, 

al ienc::i t ion of the Lmc1 th cff ctiv pol tic incl of 

land ho]d 1;70ll 1 d 0 Since th i not conc1uc to t11 

of pm·Jer in tlw hanc1 0 the [ 
' 

f (ff 
' 

gen ly 

allowed. 

The ] of n Lc'r;ot110 h of e P'"'r ·"') 

be s to be cl the nt of t11 ] 0 

indc ln nd ab] cropE~ may 0 b c1 tr 
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or by animals, ye· t whilst the law of tr spas 

awards compensation for the act of trespass itself, the compensation is 

of ten totally unrelated to the amount of 65 
done. 

In c~ttle-post country, where land controls are less stringently 

enforced, the lack of fencing provides anoU1er set of problems. The 

cattle posts, located as they are in the mountains, are away from pcrma-

nent settlements and are subject to rather different controls 

with land in the Lowlands. Normally cattle posts fall under the juris-

diction of higher authorities (chiefs or sub-chiefs) rather than locnl 

ward authorities. Rigorous controls are thus not enforced because of the 

physical distance from the controll power to the pastoral area and 

secondly, becau e of the concentration of po1:.7cr in the upper rcmks of the 

political hierar the result is that little attention is paid to the 

"insignificant" problems of the pnstoral are3s. 

As a result of lack of control in pastoral areas, there arc no 

restrictions (other than previous occupancy of a given site) as to where 

the individual may plCJ.ce his cattle post once the title has been 

Neither a~e there any restriction to any specific areas of graz nor 

any exclus r to a given In practice the stock tends to be 

moved in a circ] round the posts, re t to the 

shelters or _, _________ ,s ,-- t the po s t its c 1 [ . Hi th inc re as pressure on pastoral 

areas, posts arc often placed too clos thcr so tlwt the circular 

terri utilised by one post may overlap with many other ; this tend to 

the cl of ovcrgr3 

Lack of ion the herd clo not 

t any ad of ck control. Accord y' tlJ i of 
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BasoL110 cattle is poor. Hides arc often by warble fly, the 

ability of the cattle to resist disease is very low, and the meat is of 

a low As a result of disease, lack of graz 1 and, and 

inadequate stock care, the numbers of livestock have decreased. Betwe'._:n 

19 38 and 1966 ca ttlc were reduced from 11 SO, 000 to 360, 000; from 

1,600,000 to 1,230,000; and goats from 570,000 to 505,000. 66 

These reductions in quantity of livestock have only been offs t in 

a minimal way by quality ts lcmcntcd by the Department of 

Agriculture, and the overall effect has been to change the position of 

Lesotho from a net exporter of livestock to a net importer. This situation 

is not conducive to the attaimncnt of economic independence since follow-

ing - in-· aid and t , livestock produce is one of the few sources 

of national revenue. 

and ti.on 

Direct rela betwcc-:n the traditi0112l system of land tenure 

and political tion may he shown to be of great significance; 

another si icrmt, though le.ss direct, relationship is that between 

land tenure and education. Here too the consequences of the relationships 

may be viewed as dysfunctional. 

The aforementioned lack of fences in Lesotho accounts for its pro-

lifcration of herd Or ly, boys between the atses of five and 

eighteen ·were divic1 ed in to two groups, the younger ones des tcd to 

look af tcr the cal anc1 and the ol<lcr to herd the cattle. As 

a result, the first third of the avc1 r2r:c male rlosotho' s life of ten 

f the stock. The itional pa tern is now, in 

many cas • 1 
' lll c ct conflict with t1i educational sys Havin been 
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in direct contact with for over a , the de ire to 

receive an education has been instilled into the Basolho and the effects 

are manifested in the fact that l,esotho exhibits one of the t 

literacy rates in sub-Saharan Africa.
67 

The desire to attend school is 

often thwarted by the necessity to herd the family's cattle, but as 

education becomes available to numbers of children, the ages of 

school entry becomes proeressivcly lower; by the same token, so does the 

ages of the herd boys. The younger herd boys tend to be much more tolerant 

in the supervision of the stock than are their older counterparts. Stock 

control thus becomes even more difficult to enforce and is a further 

detriment to 

In adc1i.tion to this, there is still the problem of school entry age. 

Secondary education in particul is still only available to the children 

of richer families, even fc s are only in the region of $70 per 

annum. As a result of the late a~e of school cd by the neccs-

sity to tasks, the average age of entry into s 

s choo 1 is in the of 17-18 years (for boys). The precise effects 

of this loss of early formative years are difficult to estimate; at the 

very least, by d0vo the early years to there is a 

loss of effective hours, a situation which rnay well need to be rccti-

f i eel if the of economic ind is to be achieved. 

One fined a wr1:Lch needs to be identified con tlic 

rel Lion br.' th Lrnd tcnu c s y cl t:11c c :Lu indu~.:; 

One of i its 1 and vri] b] re i of 

power. in Sou tl1 J\ s110un t1 t \·111 s the. Bo.ntu ch 
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includes the Basotho) make indif cnt f s, they clo have the capacity 

to do well as industrial Given an in<lustri2l b there is 

no reason to believe that this would not hold in J_,e otho. 

A number of very significant difficulties confront prospective indus-

trial entrepreneurs who may wish to locate in Lesotho. Local resources 

other than unskilled labour are scarce; local markets arc very 

small as local purchasing power is extremely low. Great distances from 

traditional markets coupled with poor transportation lines mean that only 

highly efficient industries may survive. Notv:iths these difficul-

ties (which have been overcome in the past in South Africa), attraction 

of external capital and inclustrinl <level is hindered by the fact 

that the owners have no security of tenur over their industrial sites. 

In that the most likely source of external capital is South Africa, the 

tho unwil 1 s to allow any form of tenure is further 
-~---·-

Tlwy still remember the \'JaY in wbich the Boers took away a 

large portion of their territory west of the Caledon in the 1850's, an 

area which now forms some of the best wheatland in Southern Africa. 

It is not suggested that the solution of the land tenure probl 

and other a pects of agrarian reform would be a sufficient condition for 

future industrial would, however, appear to be a 

necessary condition and until this comes about And some of the other 

pertinent probl are solved, industrial <level in J_,esotho remains 

1 ·1 J .b.J' 68 an un . J. zc y po l J_ 1. ty. 
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One of the is ti of tr i e c 

theory is that it tends to i late its elf other c of ti 

tiona1 behaviour. Des c1 to cope with a form of order which evolved 

with f ind us tri<:1 l and a ticatcd form of t 

in nineteenth , there appc to be two main of 

criticism the use of formal e c tbcory in the is of 

deve One area of critic sts thc~t economic 

theory d to cope with cial s tional forms in Western 

Europe, does not h universal relevance and can h2.vc limited 

applicability to many of tb 

Secondly, it must b realis 

very s 

1 f 

that economic 

dcve nation . 

is but part, it a 

cb in turn may be viewed in ificant part, of social 

context of cultural formation. To a t under 

of many dcve without 

economic in pa.r ti cu 1 

yield only a partial anation. 

The firs concl ion which may be dr 

, and aid and tis b ed on such 

value in the of the 

it is f lt that insufficient tion is 

particular ' 
and that traditionnl 

adequa tools to clcaJ th 

cie i hut no 

Accord y po ed 

univcr Jy con t tend 

f 

the economy and the spec ic 

cir tances s likely to 

is that whil t e c 

, rnay be of s i 

by the 

to the ic con of 

conorriic doe t 

opcr in o t11 

c y 

lo 
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for the analysis of deve pro bl Based essentiaJly on the bio-

lor;ical postulate t1rnt a] 1 individuals or groups require continuous 

material sustenance the model developed in the paper has dealt with 

"sustcnanc; organisation". This term fo,.:mally identifies the particular 

system by which individuals or groups secure a livelihood, the particular 

form of which is determined by the social postulate which suggests that 

the socio-cultural milieu in which the individual or group operates is a 

significant controlling factor. 

Sustenance organisation is for many the singJe most important 

activity in which they are In the developmental context, the 

particular characteristics of the form of sustenance organisation may 

have consequences incompatibl with the achievement of certain goals of 

national policy. In this event, thou such cons quences may not be 

barriers to dcve t, they may b described as ''dysfunctional 

forces". The second conclusion 'dhich may be drmm from this paper is 

that the identification of such forces and their interrelationships with 

other socio-cultural, economic, or political 

realistic appraisal and understanding of devel 

provides a more 

problems than is 

provided by s e discipl approaches. 

The model described in the early part of the paper and subsequently 

applied to a study of J_,eso tl10, has no preclic ti ve ilities in the sense 

that a solution to the 's probl may be offered. However, \rl1at 

is providccl e some of the rao re s icant intcrrcJationsh wllich 

both affect, and are affected the pattern of sustenance sat ion 

in Lesotho. 

for 1 tlw t s ificant rcL1 
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operate in a manner dysfunctional to the achievement of conornic 

ment. By us the land tenure system the most s if icant character-

istic of sustenance organisation functional relationships have been 

shown to eds t between land tenure and i"'lcreas population pressure; 

industrial devc.1 tc.r an<l educRtion. Furthermore., it has 

been shown that the land tenure system directly encourages agricultural 

malpractices and conse has detrimental effects to the physical 

envirornnent manif cs ted for c in wides soil erosion. 

In addition, is has shown that associated with the 

land tenure system cannot be divorced or isolated from other 

present in the "effective The concept of the "economy" is 

as yet quite poorly in Lesotho inextricably bound up 

with as ociations and the trib 1 political structure, among other 

Consequen t1 y, to isolate 11 c" plwnoment1 from tl1 total 

complexi which constitutes the life of the _,_,_.__,t~J,, .. --1~0_, is to substitute 

a simplici ·which obs rather than clarifies the nature of the 

problems faced by this group. 

These f reinforce the second conclusion which calls for a 

pluralistic approach and al o iJlustr the p2r tial na turc of any 

explanation derived s orientation. 

A third conclusion which be dr with c ref ere.nee to 

Lesotho is that if~ of this serves to illus the 

difficult po it:Lon in which Lesotho f herself. 
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FOOTNOTES-·- Eco ic Relationships 

and Developmental Problems in Lesotho, Southern Africa 

1 T. R. DeGregori and 0. Pi-Sunyer, 1 

Context (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1969), p. 23. 

2 For a fuller discussion, see for example G. Dalton, "Economic Theory 

pp., 1-25; M. D. Sahl ins, "On the Socio of Primitive It 

in M. Banton, ed., 

(London, 1965); D. B. Fusfield, "Economic Theory Mispl<~ced" in 

(Glencoe: Free 
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(Chicago: Aldine, 1964). 

3 Cited by P. tt and R.' J. Chor 1 ey, 11 lfodels, Par ad ancl the New 

Geography, 11 in R. J. Chorley and P. tt, Socio 

(Lon c1 on : Me th u en, 19 6 7) , p . 21 . 

4 Lesotho shares with the Republ:i c of San Marino the distinction of being 

one of the only two countries in the world to be entirely 

by another country. See A. Coates, and ln·1SO, 1966), 

p. 1. 

5 For explication of this term, sec r. WCJrslcy, 

University of Chicago Pres , 1964). 

6 P. tt, in Arnold, 

1965)' p. 10. 
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(Chi go: University of Chicago Press, 1953), 

p. 243. 

20 M. W, Mikesell, 11 Geogr ic Perspectives in Anthropology," 

of ____ , Vol. 57, No. 3 (September 1967), 

pp. 628-629. 

21 Mikesell, .Ql~· t , p. 628. 

22 Gibbs anc1 :Mar tin, .91'..· cit. , pp. 33, 35. 

23 Sec Appcn<lix. 

24 Cited by E. Rosenthal, of 

(Capetown: Juta, 1948), p. 241. 

25 "The tribes of South Africa arc essentially pastoral. The flocks and 

herds they possess have hitherto constituted their chief wealth ... 

whoever poss scs no cattle has no means of existence. For this 

reason the Bantu call ,the bovine species the 

E. Casalis, three Years ico 

(London: Nisbet, 1861), reprinted C. Struik (Capetown, 1965), p. 

153. See also II. Ashton, 

ed., p. 120. 

26 G. M. Stockley, 

p. 90. 

t110 
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Oxford University Press, 1967), 2nd 

su to land 

27 V. G. J. Shedd ck, Sou thc:rn So t110, E c of Africa, 

ed. Forde', Sou Af ri rar II on: In tional 

Afr In ) 1953), p. 57. 

28 ''Nation is f ac term s otho t nationals 
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and many nationals arc not Basotho. Nationa]ity ultimately 

on willingness to pay allegiance to the Paramount Chief and 

of Basotho taxes." 

29 See Appendix. 

30 P. Duncan, _§_otl1:Q and toms (Capetown: Oxford Universi Press, 

1960), p. 116. 

31 See Ashton, QI?_. t., pp. 2!1-9-281 and Sheddick, -~J~ t.' pp. 52-54-. 

32 Sec Appendix. 

3 3 S e e Ash ton , _QJ2 • c i t. , pp . 14!+ - ll1- 5 ; a 1 so Sh c cl di ck , _Q.£ • c i t. , p . 5 7 . 

34 See Ashton, _<]_£ t., pp. 150-152; also Shec1dick, . cit., p. 58. 

36 See Appendix. 

37 It should also be noted ~1at rights to exploit a given piece of land 

for arable purposes only apply to a certain group of crops. 

Traditionally, maize, sorghum and wheat would qualify, but if the 

land is devoted to grasses or tree crops, the land holder may for-

feit his arable titles. 

38 Shcdclick, _QJ2. cit. , p. 60. 

39 J. E. Spence, of 

Universi Pres , 1968), p. 16. 

40 For a detailed account of the "p]acing" system, see 

HMSO, 1951), pp. 35·-39. 
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44 See Appendix. 

45 Coates, ~.cit., p. 67. 
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47 Spence, £.12.cit., p. 7. 
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49 Spence, ~E· cit., p. 60. 
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52 Spence, • c1=__~., p. 60. 

53 Coates, .£.P_· cit., pp. 67-68. 
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GLOSSARY 

tho 

Basutoland 

Cattle-posts 

Dong a 

Drakensberg 

Ko 

APPENDIX 

The peoples of Africa south of the Za111bezi and east of 
the Kalahari fall into four groups; the Venda, Tsonga, 
Nguni and the Sotho. The term Sotho is nO'w generally 

75 

used to indicate the peoples of the Central Hi Gras lands 
of Southern Africa. In terms of language there are three 
main Sotho groups, Southern Sot.ho, Tswan:t, and Northern 
So tho. The Bas_s:._~2_C2, are for the most part Southern-So tho-
speak and claim an association imn!_edia tc or remote 
with the "Basotho Nation" of Hoshocshoc. The singular 
form of tho is tho the English forms Basuto and 
Mosuto respectively. 

Originally a compact British Territory located bet\,7een 
the Orange Free State, Natal nnd the Cap2 Colony in South 
Africa. The name "Basutoland" first gained re 
in a treaty between Mcshoc.shoc and Governor Sir 
Napier of the. Cape in 1843. The Territory was under the 
control of the Colonial Office until October 4th, 1966, 
when it became the State of Lesotho. 

The mountain area proper is that area of Lesotho that is 
pure]y pastoral. The posts rc:present part of the seasonal 
pattern of t:tanshumance, b utilised during the 
and surrnner months. There arc-~ two types of po ts, motcbo 
a post and rnotebo-·ntloana a semi-permanent 
mountain vil At the posts rights arc common 
and the stock kept there is usually mixed and the property 
of several mmcr~~. 

Callo term describing a s sided guJJy or ravine 
eroded by water. Contributory factor arc the 
dis trihu.tion of rainfall, soft friable sandy soils, ovcr-
graz and cultural actices. 

The Mountains bound Lesotho on the east and 
south-east, reaching ci he t of nearly 1200' in the north
east. Cons is of hod. 1'.':0ntal volcanic. rocks which 

disin te into ferti1e black soils the ar is used 

for gra%in are too great for 
cul turc or pcnnancnt t tl 

The:: c10111:i 

Sotho in 
of the K0 

which founded tc~ o 
hut thin ca 

Trib . Thi group has 
ca 11 y po l i t: i ca J d or;1 in n t 2 n d ins o £a r 
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as any socio--cultural features can be said to be con@on 
to most Basonio, these features are of 
Koena Law where it has not been superseded by 
J_,aw, represents traditional tho Law with additions to 
cover contingencies of recent development. The laws were 
originally formalised by the Basutoland National Council 
in 1903 at the instigation of Paramount Chief Lerotholi. 
These Laws have subsequently been revised periodically 
and an excellent account appears in Duncan's 
and -;,70 

Al ternativc.J y le to~_<?_ is spare veld to ·which is given 
public r of administration, subject to the j'uris
dic tion of the local au thori tics. loyed as a means 
of conservation eboella is primarily used to protect 
materials such as grasses used in thatching or 
or to protect overgrazed areas. The singular form of 

la i la. 
---~-·-~·-

Originally the n8rne given to the Western Lowlands and 
what is now kncn,m as the 11 conquered territory", part of 
the eastern Orange Free State. Herc the people of 
Moshoeshoc settled at tbc beginnjng of the 19th Century. 
The word hns now been adopted as the name for this newly 
independent African state. 

The African Wars, or the "Wars of Calt1mity11 1818··1830. 
Sparked by the desires of Chaka Zulu to extend his 
influence through Natal, further wars were started by 
the conflict' between tribes fleeing from the Zulu s 
and indigenous tribes. At this time a small group of 
Koena under Moshocshoe were located at Butha-Buthe in the 
----northern part of the country. Suffering defeat from 
refugees fleeing from Chaka, he and his fol lo':·7ers moved 
south to iu (The Mountain of Night). Here a camp 
was cstahli:~hed, fields cultivated and \vith the fealty of 
other tribes the group to form the core of the 
"Basotho Nation' 1

• 

Formed from a large mas of basaltic lava the Halutis 
represent a central upland area, modified to a 
maturely dissected plateau. An area of conflict between 
arable f and pastoralism, the former b 
incre.as y dominant. Mainly cash crops are grmm--peas 
and wh at- such that s 1 cereals must be tcd. 

The po li ti ca 1 unity of the Basotho l\e:it:ion is exprc s eel in 
a ccn tr;:-i 1 is ed a ti on und c~r the Par ar;1oun t Chief. He 
is its representative., the lieacl of th local juc1 ci 1 and 
poli t:Lcal sy~; , and the tru~:: tee for the land and otb 
n tural rc.c;ourcc of the The pres t P<Jra:nount 
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i in 1960. In 
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PAPER III. --THE GROWTH POLE CONCEPT: 

A REVIEH, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
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• 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the 1930's there have been many changes in the degree of 

control which governments have been able to exert over aggregate economic 

variables. The successful application of \iliat is essentially Keynesian 

theory has all but removed lengthy periods of high unemployment and 

generally depressed economic activity. At the national level therefore, 

a high and rising level of production, productivity and prosperity has 

become the norm. However these aggregate improvements require qualifica-

tion. In the industriaEsed countries of the Western world poverty con-

tinues to exist at the regional level, concentrated particularly in the 

heDrts of the bigger cities and in rural areas. 1 

In response to this situation there has been an incre~se in interest 

in the problems confronting regional economies. At the govcrrL11ental level 

policies have been adopted to aid lagging areas or to curb growth in 

th9se areas 'h"'liere there are problems arising from overconcentration of 

population and economic activity. In the United States, for example, 

legislation has included the 1961 Area Redevelopment Act, the Appalachian 

Regional Development Act and the Public Works and Economic Development 

Acts of 1965. In Europe efforts to encourage developmer~t of the 

Mezzogiorno in Southern Italy and regional planning activity in France 

represent two of the more significant changes. 

In many countries much .of this territorial policy has been based, 

either explicity or implicitly, on a group of ideas \~ich have come to 

be associated with the notions of "growth poles" 2nd "grm·Jth centres." 

Thout;h a great deal of literature concerning these concepts has accurnu-

lated over th2 twenty yc.:ns both th2 the.ore ti cal and er11pirical. 



foundations of both concepts have remained very weak. Confusion still 

exists over the precise nature of the concepts and over the manner in 

which they arc supposed to initiate and perpetuate economic growth. 

It is the purpose of this paper to attempt to disentangle some of 

the confusion surrounding these ideas. The terms "growth pole" and 

"growth centre" are often used interchangeably; it will be shown that 

such use is invalid. T~1ey are in fact two very different concepts, 

utilising different sets of variables which intersect only marginally 

with each other. Inasmuch as the concepts are at present substan~ially 

different it is possible to conc.entrate on the analysis of one to the 

exclusion of the other. This paper concentrates on the ."growth pole" 

concept which purports to be a conditional theory of growth, indicating 

the conditions under which accelerated regional development may occur 

and the processes by which such growth occurs. 

Concentration on one of these concepts represents both a strength 

and a weakness. Its strength lies in the fact that the concentration 

on the growth pole concept enables a detailed examination of growth pole 

"theory" without resorting to the purely superficial examination in which 

a study of the growth pole and the grouth centre concepts and the inteY-

relationships betHeen them would probably result. 

The weakness of limiting discussion to the growth pole concept is 

that from the planning vieupoint and "real-worldn analysis these two 

concepts c2nnot be effectively separated. However as it would take a 

book to do justice to both concepts and their ramifications for regional 

planning, this paper is restricted to an analysis of growth pole "theory", 

referring only to the concept of erm.Yth centres whsn necessary to distinguish 
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between the two. 

In wany respects growth pole theory evolved in response to the 

inadequacies of traditional regional theory, location theory and over-

simplified growth models. However, it has itself been characterised by 

a number of shortcomings and difficulties, including ambiguities and 

inconsistencies in the definition and usage of terminology. By limiting 
. 

. the scope of this paper to a review and analysis of this concept, its 

basic assumptions and the processes whereby regional growth is_initiated 

and transmitted from the poles, any inconsistencies may be indentified 

and rectified and any valuable aspects illustrated. 

The paper is divided into four sections, the first of which attempts 

to place the growth pole concept in the context of the traditional 

approaches to regional development. Secondly an attempt is.made to define 

the pole concept and to illustrate its distinctive nature and differences 

from the growth centre concept. The third section of the paper utilises 

the definition of a growth pole and analyses the processes and mechanisms 

whereby such a pole develops and initiates lthe process of economic growth. 

Finally an evaluation of the concept and its operant mechanisms is 

offered which suggests some of the more positive contributions offered 

through these ideas and those areas representing major deficiencies. 

Ideas relating to growth poles are neither new nor do they stand 

in isolation from other notions conce~ning regional economic growth. In 

order to est.::iblish a point of reference illustrating the status of the 

growth pole concept uith respect to economic growth theories it is useful 

to identify the major Dppro0ches to the explanation of groHth phenomena. 
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Two m.::ijor appro.::iches to the organisation of aggregate data helping to 

explain tl1csc phenomena have been identified by Perloff, Dunn, Lampard and 

2 Mu th. These are lhe "export-base" concept and the "sec tor" concept. 

The export base theory, whether used to explain growth or regions or 

cities, hypothesises that the factor initiating growth and determining its 

3 extent is the "export-base". It is suggested that growth is initiated by 

the response of industries in the area under consideration to an increase 

in demand arising outside the area itself. The result is an expansion of 

economic activities, especially local trade and service activities, through 

h . 1 K . 1 . i· 4 t e typica eyncsian mu tip ier. 

Innis and Meier in their studies of Canadian grow~h and North's work in 

the United States have all presented evidence emphasising the role of export 

5 commodities and services in analysing regional economic grm;rth. North 

suggests that capital investment tends to flow into a region to develop the 

export industries, including the improvement of production processes and 

further development of specialised services to the exports. The resulting 

increase in income tends to augment demand for secondary products and to 

induce investment in a variety of other industries. The rate at which the 

region grm::rs ultimately depends on the rate at which the export base expands 

in line with the increase in demand for the region's exports. 

With the stimulus for growth due to factors exogenous to the regional 

economy, the implication is that growth is dependent on a high overall 

level of economic development within the nation and continued demand for 

the products of the region's export sector. The concept has been of 

particular value in bringing about the realisation th~at regional develop-

mc:nt is directly related to the national economy but because attention 

is focussed mainly on the relationship bet,,.Jeen a single sut:-national unit 
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and the remainder of the economy t!:"eated as ~ whole, the functional ties 

between regions are hidden from view. 

The second organising concept is the economic sector theory; it 

is derived from empirical observations made by Clark and Fisher which 

suggested that increases in per capita incomes are generally accompanied 

by changes in the occupational structure.6 Particularly significant 

changes were the decline in the proportion of the labour force employed 

in agriculture, increases in the proportion of labour in manufacturing 

and subsequently, in tertiary activities. These shifts in the relative 

importance of the different sectors are attributable to different income· 

elasticities of demand for their products and differential rates of change 

in labour productivity. 

This concept therefore focuses on internal rather th~n external 

development. Economic growth is seen as primarily an internal evolution 

of specialisation and division of labour although external shifts in 

demand are considered significant. Applied to regional growth, sectoral 

shifts a.re seen as providing the main dynamic of economic advance both 

in terms of growth in the volume of economic activities and in terms of 

. . . . 7 
improvements in per capita income. 

From these general ideas of sectoral growth have evolved two 

rather different extensions. One, involving concepts from classical 

location theory, purports to recognise a series of 11 stages" through which 

regions experience economic growth. Recognisable stages appear to be 

very similar to those proposed by Rostuw to illustrate national economic 

8 
development --many of the inherent faults of the Rostowian model appear 

9 
to be derived from this ex tens ion of the sec to!.- theory. 
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Another extension of the sector thc:ory (\·:hich in many ways represents 

a reaction to the purely deductive models of classical location theory
1

0) 

concerns the relationship between regional economic growth and the exist

ence of "g.cowth industries" within a region, i.e. industrial sectors 

which have experienced a greater than (national) average increase in 

employment, value of product or earnings per worker over a given period 

of time. These ideas, stenuning from the sector theory represent nascent 

growth pole theory. 

Neither of the two approaches briefly outlined here are particularly 

satisfactory in explaining regional growth. In general they are both 

partial in scope and tend to overlook other equally significant aspects 

of regional growth. Secondly they tend to deal with classifications 

which, whilst satisfactory in the aggregate, are of limited value for 

detailed analysis. :More specifically the export-base theory does not 

provide adequate scope for consideration of internal growth sequences, 

thus erring in the opposite direction from the sector theory ·which does 

not provide sufficient scope for external relationships. Many other 

problems and limitations of these two general concepts become apparent 

on closer cxamination
11

, some of which apply to the growth pole concept 

and which wil 1 be dealt Hi th subsequently. 

To be examined comprehensively> economic grouth in any region.must 

be vieHed in terms of the total complex of trade and other relations, 

including inter-regional relationships arLd nodal-centre to hinterland 

relationships as well as in terms of ties to the national economy as a 

whole. The growth pcle concept which assumes a closed economy and does 

not consider external relationships is far from being the comprehensive 

theory that is nccc.ss.:11:·y to explain .regional fjl"OHth. }fon thclcss it docs 



attempt to single out crucial variables in the development of variation 

in economic prosperity between sectors of the economy and attempts to 

specify how ci1ese variables operate. To reiterate, part of the purpose 

of this paper is to evaluate how successful this attempt has been. 

Unfortunately at present these ideas evolved from sector ci1eory are little 

more than descriptive devices, the underlying concepts lacking the neces

sary theoretical rigour and extensive empirical testing. 

Having indentif ied the basic source of origin of the growth pole 

concept within the broad sectoral approach, it is now possible to turn 

to the second section of this paper and the attempt to adequately define 

the growth pole concept and to distinguish it from notions associated 

with grm·:rth centres. 

The theory of growth poles or as they are s.ometimes called, 

"development poles", was fi~st introduced by Francois Perroux in 1949,
12 

but is now prominent in the writings of most French regional economists. 

Unfortunately it has since become associatcid with an enormous variety of 

ill-defined and indistinct concepts and notions which have arisen partly 

due to the ambi3uity of Perroux's initial formulations nnd partly to 

mistranslations from French to English and vice-versa. The result of 

these factors has been that to date no definitive theory of growt~ poles 

exists even though the subject has been widely discussed. The following 

material represents a synthesis of what appear to be the more significant 

contributions ·which \·Jill perhaps bring closer an adequate definition. 

Perroux's cipproach is based on two bAsic assumptions. The first, 

already noted, is the assumption of a closed ccmomy. The second is that 
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maxi1uum acccl cration of regional growth, and in fact the normal pat tern 

of economic growLl1, follows an unbalanced pattern. Within these con-

straints Perroux mCtintains that analysis of growth should concentrate on 

the process whereby various activities cippear, grow in importance, and 

in some cases disappear, and as previously noted, it emphasises that 

growth rates vary considerably from sector to sector. 

The initial observation which Perroux made about economic growth 

and from which much confusion has sprung is as follows: 

Le faite grassier mais solide est 
celui-ci: la croissance n'apparent 
pas pa~tout a la fois: elle se 
manif ~ste en des points ou des p~les 
de croissance avec des intensities · 
variables; elle se repond par divers 
canaux et avec des effects terminaux 13 
variables pour l 1 esemble de l'economie. 

This does not mean, as has of ten been suggested, that" a development 

pole is equivalent to a key industry, an economic base, an industrial 

zore or even some ge.ographically concentrated phenomenon. Instead it 

must be made clear at the outset that Perroux defines his growth poles 

only and specifically in relation to abstract economic space and not in 

relation to geographic space; i.e. any interpretation must be in economic 

and functional terms. 

- This premise indicates the major distinction between growth poles 

and growth centres. The former being defined in terms of economic space 

and the latter are seen as locations defined in terms of geographic 

space. Accordingly statements as: 

... terms such as growth area, giowth pole, 
core region, growth centre and groi;,rth point 
refer to dif fc.rent levels in the hierarchy 
of nodal regions ... 14 



and, 

The former, growth pole refers t6 national 
polarisation ref lccting the location and expan
sion of national growth poles l5 
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are incorrect and misleading; removed from its original context the growth 

pole concept appears ambiguous and misleading. 

Perroux's notions concerning space are extremely important to the 

understanding of the. grm:th pole concept, his notions of economic space 

not being limited to simple. location as defined by geographic limits, 

as he suggests: 

A banal sense of space location creates the 
illusion of the coincider:.ce of political 
space with economic and human space.16 

For Perroux there exist three types of economic space: 

(1) economic space as defined by a plan i.e .... the set of 

relations which exist between the firm and, on the one hand, 

the supplies of inpnt (raw materials, labour, power and 

capital) and, on the other hand, the buyers of the output 

(both intermediate and final). 

(2) economic space ~s a field of forces, i.e. ''economic spaces 

consist of centres (or poles or focii) from which centrifugal 

forces emrnanate and to which centripetal forces are attracted." 

(3) economic space as a hornogenous aggregate, i.e. ''the firm has 

or has not a structure more or less homage.nous with those 

of other firms \·:hich are its neighbours topographically or 

economicaJly--it belongs to a space Hhere roughly spe2king, 

. . "17 one price reigns. 



Growth pc, 1 cs are thus conceived as existing in relation to the 

second type of abstract space and that they arc centred on complex 

economic relations rather than on specifically geographical considera-

tions. As Darwent notes: 

•.. poles are likely to be firms, industries, or 
groups of firms or industries. It is in these 
poles that growth and change is initiated while 
the connections between the poles, in terms of the 
flows of inputs and outputs, transmit the forces 
generated. The poles are therefore best regarded 
simply as sectors of an economy represented by an 
input output matrix in which growth effects can be 
transmitted across the row and columns.18 

Unfortunately a certain element of confusion entered the problem 

with the publication of work by Boudeville emphasising the regional 

character of economic space. Following Perroux, Boudeville identifies 

three types of ecunomic space: 

(1) homogenous space, i.e. a continuous space wherein each of 

the constituent parts or zones have relevant characteristics 

as close as possible to those of the others. 

(2) polarised space, i.e. heterogenot;s space whose different 

parts complement and support one and other, and where 

these parts have more exchanges of goods and services with 

a dominant intraregional urban centre or pole than with 

neiehbouring regions. (This notion of polarised space is 

obviously closely related to that of a hierarchy or urban 

centres ranked according to the functions they perform.) 

(3) prozrar:•.ming or planning space, i.e. "a space whose various 

parts depend on the sarne decision." In addition it is "an 

instru~cnt plac~d in the hands of an authority, whether or 
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not loco.lised in t1w region, to obtnin a 8iven economic goa.l." 19 
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The fact tb.'lt ~+ic twcnty-·one geographic units, which h.::ivc been created 

for regional planning purposes in France, are generally termed "prograrrune 

regions" is no mere coincidence since a deliberate effort has been made 

to identify the government's relevant institutional and policy measures 

20 with the corresponding theoretical concept. 

The obvious differences between Perroux's conceptions of economic 

space and those of Boudeville lead to the confusion mentioned earlier. 

Perroux's notions of economic space are explicitly non-geographical: 

Boudeville, on the other hand, though he borrows Perroux's terminology 

in tot_Q, maintains that the theory of economic space 

is the application of a mathematical space 
on or in a geographic space.21 

Insofar as there is no consistent concept of economic space it 

appears difficult to develop a consistent theory of growth poles. The 

problem again appears to be the confusion between "growth poles" defl.ned 

in economic space and "growth centres" located in geographic space. The 

distinctions go beyond this in that the underlying mechanisms of the two 

concepts are very different. Inconsistencies of this nature occur fre-

quently throughout the literature on growth poles and it cannot be 

emphasised enough that the t\·:ro are not ·the s rune thing and are <let ined 

according to very different criteria. 

The first characteristic of a growth pole is that it is defined 

in relatio~ to economic space. A second characteristic of the concept 

suggests that growth in the regional economic matrix is directly related 

to ci1e activity of Ll1e poles themselves, and also to the degree of inter-

connccti,,)n between th0m. These ideas have given rise to the concept of 

11 c1 om i_ n .~ n cc" , ye t 2 no th ·c.~ r so m c H ha t iguous though ubiquitous notion in 
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French economic literature which again owes its inception to Perroux. 

"Dominance" is said to occur when the flows of goods and services 

from industry J to industry I is a greater proportion of J's output than 

flows fro~ I to J are of I's output. I~ such a case firm I is said to 

be "dominantn and firm J "dependent". For Perroux the effect of dornina-

ti on 

... consists of an irreversible or partially irrever
sible influence exercised by one unit on another. 
An economic unit exercises this effect by reason of 
its dimension, its negotiating strength, the nature 
of its activity, or because it.belongs to a zone 
of dominant activity. 11 22 

The effect of domination has both a purely economic dimension 

(abstracted from any consideration of geographic space) and a spatial 

dimension. Again the distinction between these two should be noted, 

especially with respect to this concept of dominance. 

Perroux's treatment of the dominance concept is consistent with his 

theory of economic space, and while he sometimes seems to study the 

lo.calisation of the growth process, in fact the localisation is of 

secondary importance, the primary phenomenon being the appearance and 

disappearance of in<lus tries. Unfortunately it is ambiqui ties. of this 

nature which have been partially responsible for the widely varying 

views and in terprc ta tions of the grmvrth po le concept. 

A third characteristic of a growth pole which requires analysis is 

the emphasis placed on the size of the pole (industry). The importance 

of bigness, again initially emphasised by Perroux, suggests that the rate 

of growth or change is supposedly directly related to the size of the 

industry; the bigger it is, the larger will be its field of dominance 

ovc~ other industries 0hich sell to it or buy from it. Davin too maintains 



that: 

... the principle poles are found in heavy, 
highly capitalised, industry and are the domain 
of large firms.23 
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However, it docs not necessarily follow that large industry will 

by its presence initiate economic growth, and the implantation of one or 

a number of large firms associated with a fast growth industry into a 

region is not necessarily sufficient to solve regional problems. In 

addition it should be noted that the growth pole concept says nothing 

about where growth associated with the large finn will subsequently be 

generated. There is nothing in the growth pole notion to suggest that 

the presence of a large dominant firm should attract growth at its own 

location; the growth pole notion claims only that the large firm will 

induce grm·1th in the economy. It may well be that greater economies 

exist in other locations than that of the site of the large firm, growth 

will take place but not necessarily at its point of origin. 

With these basic characteristics of growth poles in mind it is 

possible to offer a tentative definition of the growth pole concept. It 

is suggested that when, and only when a firm or industry is characterised 

by: 

1) high interaction with many other firms, 

2) high degree of dominance, 

3) great size, 

4) part of a rapidly expanding sector of the economy, 

will it be a "propulsive unittt acting as an initiator and transmitter of 

gro~th in the economy. 

Ina:;rnuc:h as thc:~e ch.:-ira<:'tcristics constitute a 11 dcfinition11 of 
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~rowth po]cs they also constitute a further source of ambiguity and 

inaccuracy. Given that these characteristics describe a "propulsive" 

sector it is necessary to expand the definition by identifying the manner 

by \·:hich ~uch sectors initiate and tran:~rnit economic growth. The gen2ral 

name given to this process is that of "polarisation". Polarisation 

represents the mechanisms of growth but it is questionable whether this 

process is sufficient to account for the p~enomenon of growth, if it is 

·not it follows that growth poles cannot be defined only in terms of the 

above characteristics. In the following section the concept of polarisa-

tion is examinc::d to identify how it operates and to inquire as to its 

adequacy to explain the process of growth. 

Polarisation: Mechanics and Relation to Economic Growth 

The process of polarisation has been dealt with in theory by a 

number of writers notably, Perroux, Paelinck and Boudeville. 24 
However 

theory to date has not been particularly rigorous nor has there been 

very much empirical evidence obtained to throw further light on it.
25 

Reiterating the definition offered in the preceding section, a 

growth pole may be seen as a "propulsive." unit which initiates and trans-

mits development (measur~for example in terms of productivity or income 

increases) through the process of 11 polarisation". A propulsive firm 

has already been defined in terms of its grO"h1th, size and interaction 

characteristics and polarisation rnay in turn be defined as: 

... the process by which the grm-Jth of an economic 
activity termed propulsive sets in motion that of 
other economic activities by the channel of external 
economies.26 

From these definitions it may he seen that the central theme of 
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growth associated with dcvc.lopmcnt poles relates to the exploitation of 

external economies by the propulsive unit. 

External economies are usually the result of inte.rnal growth which 

characterises the propulsive industry. With internal growth of the f irrn 

or industry in question it may be expected that changes will occur in 

other parts of the economic activity system; these changes should be 

particularly well reflected in the industrial and occupational distribu-

tion of the labour force (c.f. the "sector" theory). 

Any increase in the activity of the "pole" \vill have first of all 

an initial multiplier effect; that is, new local demands created by the 

pole itself and by the purchasing power· of its labour· force \·:ill call into 

being new business, service, trade, construction, transportation, govern-

ment and other additional activities. 

Associated with activity within the pole will be amplificaticns of 

the initial multiplier through the development of linked industries which 

E;ither provide inputs for the "propulsive" firm or industry (backward 

linka8es) or utilise the outputs of these same "growth leaders" (forward 

linkages). Hirsci@an's formulation of these linkage effects expresses 

at a simplified level many of the confused ideas prevalent in the growth 

1 
. 27 

po e notions. 

Backward linka8es may be developed by all non-primary activities 

and forward linkages can be developed in all sectors other than that 

supplying final demand. In an attempt to develop a system by which it is 

possible to \·:eight po.rticular types of backward linkages Hirschman speaks 

of the "strength" and "irnpor t~mcen of the 1 ink. The total 1 ink age effect 

may be m0asurcd by the pro due ts of these two, "impor U=n;.ce" being 
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the potential net output of industries which might be induced: and the 

"strength" the probability of them coming into existence. The latter is 

measured through the quantitfes of different inputs required by the pro

pulsive industry multiplied by the minirr.um economic size of a firm pr0-

ducing each input. Minimum economic size in this case is a concept 

measured in relation to the local economy taking into account possible 

foreign competition to supply inputs to the propulsive industry. 

In the case of forwar9 linkage, because "the size of the markets 

that might be brought into being through forward linkages does not depend 

on their suppliers,"
28 minimum economic size is not a useful concept. 

In this case the concept of dominance previously discussed can be 

utilised, taking the proportion of the total input to an industry '~1ich 

would come from the master firm. 

If this proportion is high there is a high probability that a small 

dependent firm will be induced; if the proportion is small the probability 

~s low, but the firm if it does appear will likely be a large one. The 

\·wrds "strength" and "importance" are therefore inversely correlated and 

the various relationships give rise to different types of linked indus-

tries. Where "importance" is small and "strength" large the situation 

is one where there is a high probability that a highly dependent "satellite" 

firm or "derived pole" will come into being. An example given by 

Hirschman is the inducement of a multi-walled paper bag producer, induced 

by a large cement producing unit. In the opposite case where 1 timporta~ce" 

is large and nstrength" small there is only a low probability that a large, 

quite independent "non-satellite" firm or "lateral pole" will come into 

production. Thus it is unlikely that the multi-walled paper bag producer 

would in its turn induce a pulp and paper mill to supply it with pnpcr. 
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29 . As Darwent notes the aforementioned model has considerable 

heuristic valuc--ns do many oI the concepts in erowth pole literature. 

Unfortunately '~1ilst linkage effects assocated with the multiplier 

effects of the p~opulsive sector form a common theme in the analysis of 

the polarisation process, models such as Hirschman's are yet too under-

developed and oversimplified to be of great explanatory value. Economic 

reality is of a higher complexity than the model is capable of dealing 

with. In addition the model remains true to the Perroux traditions in 

that it says nothing of location confining itself to considerations within 

economic space. As will be suggested the criteria whlch govern the 

choice of location of a propulsive industry may be of .greater signifi-

cance than the inherent ability of the pole to promote regional growth. 

The combined effect of new industrial employment resulting from 

forward and baclo:·rnrd linkages (termed a '1Perroux effect" in growth pole 

literature) and an initial multiplier effect (the so-called "Keynes 

effect") will result in changes in the occupational structure of the 

regional economy. Along with this the probability of the attainment of 

new industrial thresholds increases. These higher thresholds (larger 

markets) will support new manufacturing functions as well as additional 

plants or capacity in existing industrial categories. Once production 

facilities have been constructed in accordance with the new thresholds, 

a second round of growth is initiated, and eventually still higher thresholds 

are achieved. 

Furthermore the movement generated by this first cycle of events 

will also be propelled by the secondary multiplier effects deriving from 

the r..on-inclustriol jobs brought into existence by new or enl2rgc>d rnanu-

f ac tu ring. At the same::'. time> tlw t th e cf f cc ts of po laris a ti.011 a re_ tc1king 
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place a second circular sequence of reactions may occur to compound and 

reinforce the first. With a change in occupational structure it is likely 

that there will be a multiplication of interactions among grm.:i:ing numbers 

of indivi~uals engaged in the manufactu1ing and tertiary sectors. This 

is likely to enhance the possibilities of technical improvements and 

inventions; enlarges the likelihood of more efficient managerial and 

financial institutions; and increases the speed with which originating 

. d d. . d 30 
i eas·are isseminate . It must be.remembered of course that we are 

still considering only economic space and that the probability of these 

changes taking place is only increased because of the increased numbers 

of employees in manufacturing and tertiary industries associated with 

growth.· Increased corzu.nunication and dissemination of ideas because of 

agglomeration in urban areas is irrelevant to the growth pole concept. 

This process too tends to be cumulative and the circular process 

C?Ontinues until diverted or hindered in some way; representation of the 

circular and cumulative process associated with polarisation is given in 

Fig. 1. However these mechanisms of polarisation are by no means the 

only ones, there is for example another effect relating to the interplay 

of prices among related sectors and enterprises. These "pecuniary external 

. 31 
economiesn are generally called the "Scitovsky effect" 

I h JI 3 2 . d . f . l h ff 1 . 1 
Furt crmore ansen 1 ent1-1es t1rec ot ere -ects w11c1 a pro-

pulsive unit may have. The "Aftalion" effect, involving increased 

investment resulting from the operation of the accelerator in connection 

with increases in final demand, is related to the effects already mr2ntioned. 

11 Polarisatio~1 psyclw]ogiquc" which refers to the impacts on invesb11ent 

decisions of small and medium-sized finns, results from the creative 

0ctivith~s of dominD.nt p:copulsive s.ectors. 
33 

Here the degree of availa-
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bility of techr~~al information is important. The latter has c special 

designation namely the "publication effect". 

The process of polarisation operating through the above mentioned 

factors has been con~i<lere<l within the context of economic space. As 

Da.rwent notes: 

The distinction which it is necessary to preserve 
in the growth pole notion between economic space 
in which poles are defined and geographic space in 
which they happen to have a location, is a basic 
and important one which has all too often been 
neglected by the authors writing on the growth pole 
concept. The semantic confusion of attributing to 
a location the growth characteristics of the pole 
(industry) which happens to be located there has 
been made repeatedly. 

One paper which seeks to make this distinction more explicit is by 

Paelinck who suggests that a pole is (A) IN a r:egion when it extends its 

influence over that regions and (B) ON a region when it is physically 

S Om' e'"·1h ere 1· n 1· t . 3 5 'fl · t · · b 1 f tl · d t f · t b .v 1us 1 is possi e or ie in us ry or irm o e; 

A, B (influencing and located in the region) 

A, B (not influencing and located in the region) 
~ 

A, B (not influencing nor located in the region) 

A, B (influencing but not located in the region) 

It thus becomes apparent that the growth pole concept, as defined by 

Perroux in terms of economic space tells us nothing about the location of 

a propulsive industry in geographic space, nor of the consequences of a 

pole having a p;irticular location in geographic space. As such, whilst 

the concept may have theoretical value, without inquiry into the criteria 

which govern the choice of location of a propulsive industry, only a 

partial unclcrstanding of regional grm·1th may be achieved. 
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Hansen ckv1.-lops this point using as an. cxmnple the French automobile 

industry (the propulsive industry), in particular the R~nault firm is an 

example of a propulsive firm. The notion of polarisation may help one to 

understand why Renault is a pole but it says nothing about Paris which 

h b . 1 . 36 appcns to c its ocation. To suggest that the geographic location 

of the pole (in this case Paris) is a pole owing to the agglomerating 

power of its propulsive industries is to :1nove away from the original 

definition of poles expressed by Perroux and also begs the question, as 

it remains to be explained \·:rhY.. the propulsive industries are agglomerated 

in Paris. 

The obvious conclusion which may be drawn is that the location 

itself possesses specific characteristics which have a causal role in 

the implantation of propulsive industries.· 

A corollary of this is that it may well be that the propulsive 

industry itself is only one of a number of phenomena a~socia~ed with the 

process of polarisation and not necessarily the primary one. The pro-

pulsive industry may well induce other activities, the possibilities of 
.' 

which have already been illustrated; however the propulsive industry 

itself may have been induced and thus may only be an effect of polarisa-

and not a cause of it. 

Growth poles in economic space cannot be realistically isolated 

from their locations in geographic space in attempting to understand the 

regional grm·Jth process. Such factors (as urban agglomeration economies) 

·which appcax very relevant to the growth process 11ave not been covered 

adequately. The follm·Jing section attempts to identify both the areas 

which are not adequately covcrC'd by the growth pole concept and those 
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aspects which Dre a valuable contribution to regional growth t!·eory. 

The yrm·Jth Pole ConcC2._l?_!: An Evaluation 

The preceding sections of this paper have shown the origins of the 

growth pole concept, its characteristics, and finally the manner in which 

poles initiate and transmit growth throughout the economy. The purpose 

of this section is to attempt to evaluate this concept as a model which 

identifies the conditions under ·which accelerated regional development 

can occur and the processes by which it occurs. 

Growth pole notions stress the thesis of unbalanced growth developed 

by Hirschman.
37 

This raises the question of balanced .versus unbalanced 

gro·wth. There is no clearcut answer as to ·which of these methods when 

applied to a regional economy will maximise economic grouth but there· are 

a number of considerations which make the unbalanced growth thesis a 

realistic and pertinent premise of the growth pole conce~t. A formal 

definition of balanced growth is offered by Streeten ·who suggests that: 

Whenever several non-infinitesimal investment 
decisions (or decisions generally) depend for 
their success upon each other, simultaneous 
investment (action) in a series of industries 
(or firms or plants) in conformity with pattern· 
of consumers' demand and of different industries' 
(firms', plants') demand for each other's pro
ducts is required.38 

Justification for initiating a large number of interdependent projects 

simultaneously is based on the phenomenon of external economies. In many 

cases the development of only one of a number of complementary activities 

may not rGsult in regional development, often instead it may result in 

losses and waste. 

Alternatively toG great an emphasis on balance may cause rather than 
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prevent stagnat-·ion and limit development. Instead of balcmccd growth 

Hi.rschrnnn a<lvocatcs concentration on a few key sectors of the economy: 

the key sectors being determined by the measurement of backward and for-

ward linkRges in terms of input-output maxima as previously discussed. 

The justifications for unbalanced growth is derived largely from empiri-

cal evidence which illustrates that inter-regional and intreregional grm·1th 

. b 1 d . l . 39 d . . is un a ?nee in geograp11c space an in economic space. 

Examining the unbalanced growth argument in economic space from 

the consumption point of view three factors are significant. ·The first 

is that many consumption units are indivisible ~~ich makes it difficult 

to equate marginal utility with price. It is however suggested that the 

consumer who equates marginal rates of substitution with price ratios 

will be worse off than the one who tolerates some imbalance arising from 

the purchase of excess consumption units. The choice here is between 

higher real income (and opportunities for faster growth) at the cost of 

imbalance and lower real income (and risk of slower growth) with the 

advantage of balance. 

Secondly there is the concept of anabolism or the notion that new 

wants are of ten created in the process of satisfying existing ones; often 

the result is that simple innovations lead to the development of complex 

consumption patterns. These two factors, indivisibilities and anabolism 

are both static notions which tend to produce conditions of imbalance. 

In a developing economy complementarities in consumption budgets provide 

a strong incentive for investment and further production, \·Jhich would 

have been absent had there been fully balanced growth. Complementarities, 

whether the rc'rnl t of i ncli vis ibi 1 i tics or anabo 1 ism create pressures 

which tend to stiniulate and guide investment into are0s in ·which "con-
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sumer deprivation" is felt. Investment opportunities may thus oe seen as 

being created from new consumption requirements which themselves result 

from conditions of imbalance. 

Turning to the production side of the economic system the problem 

of indivisibilities again presents itself. In the regional economy 

market size is of ten small and investment that meets such criteria may 

of ten be below the size that will allow optimum use of equipment.. If 

economies of scale are important the choice whether or not to invest in 

new production units resolves itself into a choice between balanced 

growth in the short term sense or whether greater economies of scale 

are desired. Any plan directed at the full exploitation of economies of 

scale is a plan for unbalanced growth. 

In addition to the question of indivisibilities a number of other 

forces are at work the precise nature of which determine the merits and 

disadvantages of excess capacity. Costs are incurred in expanding pro

duction ·which might have been avoided by building ahead of demand. (The 

risk of obsolescence in the face of new innovations must also be considered 

however.) Secondly, added demand may arise not only to lower costs due 

to the benefits from scale economies but also may be stimulated beyond 

this by "unbalanced" investment (c.f. the anabolism concept). The signifi

cant point is that eventual demand increases, the result pf initially 

unb.3.lanced investment are substantially greater than increase.s due to 

cost reductions from indivisibility. 

Finally there are repercussions on inventions and innovations. It 

has been noted that in consumption ne~·7 voids develop as the consumer 

moves toward the satisfaction of existing wants. In addition investment 
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that is intended to fill existing gaps may lead to innovations that open 

up new gaps and so on. Historically there can be little doubt that pro

gress has been irregular and has generated imbalance of this type. 40 

The case for unbalanced development may thus be made if certain 

conditions are fulfilled; i.e. that indivisibilities are important and 

expansion costs are important. Higher incomes are created than would 

be by balanced growth and incentives to invent and innovate are ~trengthened. 

The argument for unbalanced grm·;rth briefly presented here suggests that 

unbalance may be both a stimulus to and a product of economic growth. 

In so far as these two factors interact the result is a cumulati~e pro

cess of advance, progress generating its own stimulus.· 

It should, however, be emphasised that though it has been noted 

that although historical evidence illustrates that progess is irregular 

it does not follow that irregularity causes growth. It is instead pre-

ferable to suggest that to get rapid growth it may be necessary to give 

up the insistence on balance. Unbalance may thus be viewed as a necessary 

evil. However unbalance may be a source of strength; if unbalanced con

ditions are favourable to growth and growth in itself results in unbalance, 

far from being evil, unbalance becomes a powerful twist in a virtuous 

spiral. , 

The argument .r_ro or con imbalanced growth is by no means resolved 

by the preceding discussion. Unbalanced growth does, however, appear to 

be the characteristic pattern of development followed by mature economies 

and further it appears to be the most rational approach from both an 

institutional and purely economic point of view. Bearing in mind the 

conditions upon which the unbalanced growth argument is based uhich-are 
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further emphasised in ci1e growth pole concept, the notion of unbalanced 

growth appears to represent a relevant and realistic premise of the 

growth pole concept in attempting to indicate those conditions which 

accelerate regional development to the maximum. 

Turning next to the characteristics of growth poles, most authors 

appear to agree that in order to act as a pole the industry under con-

sideration must satisfy the criteria of a rapid growth rate vis a vis 

the economy in which it exists, a high degree of interlinkage with other 

sectors of the economy and, be of large size and exhibit a high degree 

of dominance. Units which satisfy these criteria may be termed "propulsive". 

Supposedly these conditions are sufficient to distinguish between 

those sectors that will transmit growth from those that will not; this 

appears to be doubtful at best. Furthermore these conditions say little 

about the manner in which growth is initi_§:._ted and as such beg an important 

'!' 

question. The process of polarisation discussed earlier purports to 

"explain" the t-ransmission of growth via interlinkages external economies 

and multiplier effects between one sector c::nd all others, and if the 

propulsive sector happens to be a fast growing one the process of polarisa-

tion would suggest that growth should take place elsewhere in the economy. 

The ideas proposed by Hi rs clL.crnan concerning linkages supposedly demonstrate 

this. Unfortunately, however, there does not appear to be a~y empirical 

evidence whici1 purports to demonstrate the effects of polarisation and 

which has been able to distinguish between polarisation and other growth 

effects such as agglomeration economies. Boudevillc's examination of the 

impact of the steel smelting industry on the economy of Minas Gerais, 

11 
11 • • 41 

Brazil and the measurement of this forward linkage is a case in point. 
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The failure to scp;iratc po]ari ation effects from other effects 

which may be claimed to be "growth inducing", such as the influence of 

the market, is a serious omission from the concept. In addition the 

study of sectoral growth in economic space omits significant factors 

associated with the geographic concentration of activity. The localisa-

tion economies that might result from the agglomeration of some of the 

production processes at one point (offset by transport considerations) 

are not covered by the growth pole concept, and in particular urbanisation 

economies derived from the agglomeration of firms in different industries 

.d d 42 are not consi ere . The conclusions which may be drawn from this are 

that the concept of growth poles does not C?-dequately indicate the con-

ditions under which accelerated regional development rnA.y occur. It does 

provide a set of conditions under which transmission of growth can be · 

optimised but these are by no means exhaustive nor are they' indisputable. 

One area open to question concerns the size of propulsive units. 

The notion that initial and continuing growth is in part associated with 

large industrial undertakings is a naive view. First it does not 

necessarily follow that the presence of a large industry is sufficient 

to stimulate growth. Hansen notes the example of the steel industry in 

Lorraine in France the development of which was not accompanied by a 

1. 1 d d 1 f 1 . . d . 
43 

corresponc1ng acce crate eve opment o stec consuming in ustries. 

Secondly it may be said that growth can take place without the presence 

of a large propulsive industry. Denmark represents a case in point here 

where prospe.rity uas neither initiated nor sustained by a big propulsive 

industry, but rather by scattered, relatively small agricultural units. 

In this case close co-opc:r tion between the units partially accounts for 

success. 
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Another p1ohlcrn associated with size and particularly the notion 

of doi~1in2nce has been pointed out by Chinitz who has shown that the 

presence of a large propulsive industry may in the long run inhibit 

industrial and economic development by pieventing the ingress of firms 

in other industries. The example given in this case is the dominance of 

the primary metals industry over local capital and labour markets in 

Pittsburgh, which, acting as a barrier to new firms have undoubtedly 

h . d l . th• 44 
urt continue growt1 in is area. 

Finally it may also be disputed that "dominance" is a necessary 

condition for accelerated growth; other factors may be of greater signifi-

cance. Accelerated growth in the case of Mexico City appears to be a 

function of the concentration of manufacturing and particularly tertiary 

activities; no one dominant sector can be identified as stimulating this 

45 growth. To explain such growth it is necessary to turn to a rather 

different set of variables than those dealt with by the growth pole con-

cept. Location is extremely significant and is probably best dealt with 

in terms of classical location theory. In addition the amorphous field 

of external econrnnies in both public and private sectors must be con-

sidered and considered in conjunction with agglomc::ration theory. 

In so far as the groHth pole concept attempts to identify conditions 

under which growth will be accelerated, it offers only a partial explana-

tion. Its partial nature is further emphasised by the fact that no 

attempt to consider institutional or political variables is made. TI1ere 

is a growing awareness that socio-cultural, political and other non-

economic variables must be considered relevant to any explanation of 

grm-:th, the faih1 rc to consider the spatial incidence of gro·wth and relevant 

non-economic variabic:s illnstrates the someuhat myopic nature of the growth 

pole concept. 
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2nd Conclusions 

'l'he theory of growth poles has been elaborated particularly by 

French and Belgian economists in an attempt to grasp the technical origins 

and dynareic interrelationships of the economic gr6wth process. In many 

respects traditional location tl1eory and classical input-output techniques 

have proved inadequate for this task but the growth pole concept too has 

l:ieen characterised by a number of shortcomings. 

The first of these relates to ambiguities and inconsistencies in 

the definition and usage. of terminology. Through a review of the. relevant 

literature a distinction has been dra\v111 between the c01:cept of growth 

poles defined in terms of economic space and expressed as input-output 

matrices, and growth centres; specific locations defined in terms of geo-

graphic space. Within this constraint growth poles are defined as pro-

pulsive sectors of the economy \~ich through the process of polarisation 

initiate and transmit growth through all sectors of the economy accclera-

ting the rate of regional growth. 

Propulsive industries are themselves ·defined in terms of their 

characteristics, namely, rapid growth, a high degree of interaction with 

other industries, great size and a dominant position. Polarisatioa is 

defined as the process through which economic growth is initiated and 

transrni tted through the economy. The mechanisms involved in this process 

relate· primarily to the utilisation of external economies and the sub-

sequent multiplier effects which are generated. 

The definition, if it can be so called, of the growth pole concept 

offered here is, becat1 se of the vague, confused nature of the field, 

sornc\v1wt in.::dc.c1113te. llo'l .. Jever, a number of conclusions can ·be drm·m from 
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the pre ceding ells cuss ion. It is evidcn t that on close examina t ·.on the 

explanatory value of the growth pole concept is limited and that 'its 

objectives are not really achieved. This appears due to the fact that 

it deals e:nly with a limited concept which is in fact part of a much 

more complex system. Growth pole literature has for the most part been 

restricted to consideration of the direct links between a hypothetical 

industry and a few others in an apparently closed economy. Neglected 

has been the very significant background variation and indirect linkage 

taking place. Furthermore the regularities of the hierarchical structure 

of the spatial distribution of economic activity are not considered, it 

is necessary to turn to the growth centre concept for a partial explana

tion of this phenomenon. Unfortunately there is also a lack of satis

factory explanation of how the existence of a growth pole and the process 

of polarisation in economic space appear on the ground in terms of the 

distribution of economic activity. 

The process of polarisation described here is also limited in value 

as an explanatory model. Oversimplifications as in the Hirschmc:..n linkage 

model ancJ the absence of the development of the idea into a set of equa

tions adequately describing growth and distinguishing polarisation from 

other growth inducing effects, means that the process begs many.more 

questions than it answers. 

Finally it may be reiterated that the growth pole concept does not 

achieve th2t which it sets out to do--to provide a conditional theory of 

economic growth, since the conditions hypothesised are insufficient to 

distinguish a growth situation from a non-grm·1th situation. The main 

contribution of the growth pole concept nppears to be its emphasis on 

the disequilibria invoivc .. d in the growth process. Houcver, if this idea 
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is to be dcvclo 1 ~d into a conditional theory of growth it would appear 

that the growLl1 pole concept must be substantially modified and developed 

in conjunction with spatial criteria which at present remain the preroga

tive of t'Le growth centre concept. At JJresent, at both theoretical and 

operationally feasible levels, it is questionable that development pole 

theory has really contributed any fundamentally new 1nethod of analysis. 
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